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Abstract 

We develop a model of conglomerate mergers. T here are two markets that are 

not related hori:t;ontally or vertically. Each market has an oligopoly structure where 

the firms compete in a Cournot fashion. The firms cannot merge with a firm in 

t he same market, but they are able to with a firm in a different market. Without a 

merger, we assume that only the firms in one of the markets can in vest in technology 

to reduce t he cost of production. After the merger, the new formed conglomerate 

is able to use the technology in both markets. sing the technology has a cost of 

opportunity in t he merger 'Cenario, hence the conglomerate has to decide how to 

allocate the technology across both markets. The model predict · that in a monopoly 

benchmark, the incentives to allocate the technology are to reduce the costs in t he 

m.arkets with better prospects of profits. In an oligopoly structure, the firms merge 

if they have incentives to transfer the technology from the original market either 

to invest in t he better markets or to avoid technological competition. We fully 

characterize how the marke s' size and the technological compatibility determine 

t he equilibrium market outcomes and the underlying merger decisions. We derive 

welfan~ implications of the equilibria. 

Keywords: Conglomerate Mergers; Corporate Diversification; Game Theory; Resources; 

Multimarket Competition 
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1 Introduction 

Conglomerate mergers are defined as mergers that are not horizontal nor vertical, i. e. , 

t he merging firms' products do not compete in the same market or do not have an 

input-output relationship (Narver, 1969, p. 2-3). In contrast to t he ·well-known direct 

effac:ts that the horizontal and vertic:al mergers have in the market (like inc:reased market 

power or raising rival costs), the effects of conglomerate mergers are less straightforward. 

One ·uch effect i to u. e a . trong brand belonging to one of the merging partie. to 

'trengthen t he market po 'ition of another brand or to make contingent ale like bundling 

or tying (Neven, 2005). Included among these effects is what arver (1969) denominate ' 

"conglomerate market power", defined as the conglomerate's ability to shift resources 

between its markets. Through t he conglomerate market power, t he market structure could 

be affected by the resources that a conglomerate has at their disposal but standalone firms 

do no , such as research and development (R&DL computer facilities, legal services, and 

access to capital markets (Goldberg, 1973) . Using this pool of resources to, for example, 

improve the quality of the products, a conglomerate firm might have an advantageous 

position in the market in comparison to standalone firms. 

The concerns over t he conglomerate market power are illustrated by the Clorox Case. 

In 1957, Procter & Gamble (P&G), a producer of a wide variety of personal care and 

hygiene goods, purchased The Clorox Company (Clorox), which specialized in producing 

liquid bleach. At the time of the merger, t he Federal Trade Commission (FTC) claimed 

that the product. of P &G and Clorox were not substitutes, and therefore thi. acquisition 

could be considered as a conglomerate merger. Almost immediately after the acquisition, 

t he FTC challenged the merger arguing that it could lessen the competition in the liquid 

bleach market, and in the end, t he merger was declared unlawful. The main argument 

for this decision was the cost advantages in advertising that lorox could obtain from 

P &G (Peterman, 1968). 

The objective of t his paper is to analyze theoretically how the ability to transfer 

technology between industries affects the structure of the market and the firms' decision 

to forrn a conglomerate. In our model, we a surne two market that are not related 

horizontally or vertically. Each market has an oligopoly structure where the firms compete 

in a. Cournot fashion . The firms cannot merge with a firm in the same market, but they a.re 

able to with a firm in a different market. In a non-merger situation, only the firms in one 
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of t he markets can invest in a technology that we refer in this paper as t he R.&D effort of 

t he firm. Vve assume that investing in R&D reduces the cost of production, though R&D 

investments are themselves costly. Only through a merger, the conglomerate is able to 

invest in R&D in both markets. We assume that t he technology is not fully compatible 

in the market without the initial investment opportunity. As the R&D effort has an 

associated cost, when a firm operates in two markets, there is an opportunity cost to 

reallocate the R&D investment across markets. Thus, the firm mm;t choose strat egically 

how much to invest in each market in anticipation of its rival's own R.&D effort. 

Vve assume that the cost of R&D is quadratic. With t his simple form 1 the model 

predicts that the firms invest in R&D in only one market. Vve first develop a monopoly 

benchmark. In t his structure, the firms (weakly) prefer to merge. Given this, we concen

trate only on the merger scenario. We demonstrate t hat t he conglomerate in a monopoly 

structure invests in R&D only in the most profitable market, which directly depends on 

t he sizes of the two markets. 

In the duopoly case, we find two patterns of R&D investment behavior. First1 if the 

disparity in sizes of the two markets is very large 1 similar to the monopoly case1 the firms 

invest only in the greatest market. Second, if the sizes of t he two markets are not too 

dissimilar, t he result is an asymmetric outcome where one firm invests only in one of the 

market in a 1,vay that each rnarket i · receiving inve tment from only one firm. Thu , 

in contra t to t he monopoly benchmark, in duopoly the firms do not nece ·sarily invest 

in R&D in t he great est market. They can invest in weaker markets in order to avoid 

technological competition. 

Regarding the merger behavior of t he firms, we show that in equilibrium the outcome 

where all firms invest only in the market without the initial opportunity for R&D efforts 

is consistent only with the scenario with two conglomerates. In regards of the other out

comes in equilibrium , they are consistent with various merger scenarios. For example, 

t he outcome where t he firms invest only in the market with the initial opportunity for 

R&D efforts is consistent with the scenarios without conglomerates and with two con

glomerates. However, it does not seem reasonable to form conglomerates if the technology 

will not be transferred. To refine t his result, we assume an infinitesimal cost of merger. 

This exdudes inessential mergers in any equilibrium. \i\Tith this additional assumption, 

the outcome where the firms inve t only in the market with the initial opportunity for 
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R&D is now only consistent with the scenarios without conglomerates. foreover, the 

asymmetric outcome is only consistent wit h t he scenario with one conglomerate. 

Furthermore, we derive the welfare implications of the model. Specifically, we find 

which equilibrium of the model is the best from the perspective of the producer surplus 

and the social welfare. We conclude that the asymmetric outcome is the one that maxi

mizes the total producer surplus. T his means that if all firms were to maximize their total 

payoff , a. solution would be to form one conglomerate a.nd then to invest in accordance 

with the asymmetric outcome. 

Vve find parallels between our total producer surplus' n-~sults and some well-known 

theoretical concepts. First: from t he non-merger state, when a pair of firms decide to 

merge to reach the asymmetric outcome, the total producer surplus increases. However, 

if the market with the initial opportunity for R&D efforts is large enough in comparison 

to the other market, the joint-profit of the conglomerate ends being less than the sum 

of the profit of the non-merged parties. This situation resembles the 1erger Paradox. 

Second, when the firms form two conglomerates to reach the outcome where all firms 

invest in the market without t he initial opportunity for R&D efforts, the total producer 

surplus results being lower in comparison to t he asymmetric outcome. This situation is 

similar t he Tragedy of the Commons, , ince an excess of mergers is hurtful for the total 

producer urplu . Third and finally, even though t he a. yrnrnetric outcome maximize the 

tot al producer surplus, in any equilibrium with that outcome the total payoffs are not 

allocated fairly between the symmetric firms. This is reminiscent of the battle of sexes 

coordination game. 

With regard to t he social welfare, we find that if the market without the initial 

investment opportunity is too large and the technology compatibility in t hat market is 

low enough: then all firms investing in t hat market is the outcome that maximiz:;es the 

total social welfare. Under those conditions, that outcome is also the unique equilibrium. 

If t hose conditions do not hold , the asymmetric outcome is the one that maximizes the 

total social welfare. Hmvever, the a.symmetric outcome is not an equilibrium if the market 

sizes are too uneven. Since t he asymmetric outcome is associated with the scenario where 

only one pair of firms merge, t he policy implication here is t hat the policy authority should 

force one merger if none of the firms want to merge and should forbid one merger if all 

the firm want to merge. 
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related literature. ections 

3-6 specify the model structure. ection 3 introduces the three-stage game. Section 4 

presents t he monopoly benchmark in t he third and second stage of the game. Section 

5 solves by backward induction the t hird and second stage of the game in the oligopoly 

case. Section 6 solves the first stage in the oligopoly case. Section 7 discusses welfare 

implications. Section 8 concludes. 

2 Literature review 

Thi · paper is related with . everal trand of literature. Fir. t of all, it relate with the 

merger literature. One of the most famous papers on merger literature is Salant et al. 

(1983). Their model predicts that horizontal mergers are not usually profitable for the 

merging parties but can be beneficial for firms exduded from the merger. This theory 

is known as the Merger Paradox. We find that the asymmetric outcome resembles the 

Merger Paradox if the market with the initial opportunity for R&D efforts is large enough 

in comparison to the other market. Specifically, we show that in the asymmetric outcome 

t he merged firms are worse off in comparison to the standalone firms. Thus, the conglom

erat e merger is more profitable for the non-merging parties than for the conglomerate. 

Furthermore, we find that the asymmetric outcome is the one that maximize the total 

producer surplus. Thus, the conglomerate merger ha::; a positive effect in the total pro

ducc~r surplus even though the merged parties receive the smallest share of t he producer 

surplus. 

The majority of theoretical papers about mergers fo cus on hori,-mntal or vertical merg

ers, but not on conglomerate mergers . One exception is Granier and Podest a (2010). 

They propose a theoretical model where an electrical and gas supplier merge endoge

nously. The merger allow::; the conglomerate to engage in price discrimination by ::;elling 

both products in a bundle. Thus, the ability to bundle good::; is the means by which a 

conglomerate merger affects the market structure in Granier and Podesta (2010). In our 

paper, the market structure is affected through the ability t o allocate resources across 

markets. 

Our paper i al o related to the literature con ·erned with the a · et in a multimarket 

firm. Among this kind of re ·earch i · the capital allocation effi ciency literature. The e 
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papers investigate whether the allocation of financial resources across divisions in a mul

t imarket firm matches with the divisions' performance, i.e. , whether a high-prospects 

division rnceives more than a low-prospects division (Busenbark et al., 2017). 

The general idea of t he papers supporting the efficiency allocation is that the firm 

priorit i7,es the most profi table endeavors over the less profitable ones. 1 This idea of 

efficiency is consistent with our results in the monopoly structure: the firm invests only 

in t he market with the highest potential profit, i. e., the firm favors the best market 

and neglects t he ·worst market. Furthermore, it is also consistent with the result in the 

duopoly structure where the firms allocate t heir n~sources only in t he best market: which 

occurs when t he sizes of the markets are very dissimilar. However: when the sizes of the 

markets are rather similar in the duopoly case, while there is a firm that invest in the 

strongest market, t here is other that invest in the weakest one. That result is closer to 

the papers asserting that the allocation of capital is inefficient. In general, those papers 

state that an inefficient allocation of capital is caused by agency problems, i.e., managers 

conflicting wit h the interest of the overall firm. 2 In our duopoly model, the inefficiency 

is due to the profitability of the markets for the firms being contingent on the strategy 

of their rival. Given t he strategy of the rival firm, it might be profitable to invest in the 

worst market because t he competition in that market might be weaker in comparison to 

the be t market. 

Thu , our model reconciles these opposing view· regarding the efficiency of t he capital 

allocation. Depending on the parameters of the model, the firms invest only in the 

strongest market, or t here exists a firm that invest in t he weakest market in order to 

1The theoretical model of Stein (1997) predicts that the headquarters have incent ives to reallocate 
resources from weaker projects to stronger projects because the headquarters gain a portion of t he 
profits. In Maksimovic and Phillips (2002), the theoretical results show that a firm will specialize in t he 
industry in which it is much more productive; if the firm's productivity in each market is similar, the firm 
diversifies. They also provide empirical evidence to support their theoretical claims. In the theoretical 
pa.per of Brusco and Panunzi (2005), the firm reallocates resources efficiently. However, this reduces the 
incentives of the least profitable-division manager to exert effort, hurting the overall profit of the firm. 

2In theoretical research, Rajan et al. (2000) predid that a· the diversity increases, the t ran ·fers from 
better-opportunities divisions to worse-opportunities divisions increase. The reason is that allocating 
resources to the weak division improves the contribution of this division to the joint profit, increasing 
the strong division's incent ives to invest efficient ly. In Stein and Scharfstein (2000), the division managers 
of weak division engage in rent-seeking behavior, which i costly for the firm . To mitigate this behavior, 
the CEO can allocate capital inefficiently to he weak divisions. In Wulf (2009), t he core division 
manager ends di torted inform ation o t he headquarter to influence the division of capital in favor of 
the core division but against the small division. In empirical contributions, Rajan et al. (2000) provide 
evidence supporting their theoretical hypothesis . In Arrfelt et al. (2013), a backward-looking logic leads 
to over-investment (under-investment) in low (high) expectations divisions. 
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avoid competit ion. 

The capital allocation has also been associated with entry deterrence. In the theoreti

cal rnsearch of Matsusaka and Nanda (2002), divest ing can be an optimal strategy so that 

the conglomerate commits to a higher level of investment, deterring entry for potential 

new cornpetitors. In Cestone and Furnagalli (2005), the t heoretical model predict s that 

a business group facing a threat of new entrants reallocates resources to the threatened 

market or exits that m11rket, depending on the level of internal resoun:es. 3 There exist 

equilibria in our duopoly model relevant to this idea. One of the firms could invest so 

heavily in R&D in one market to the point where it is not profitable for the rival to 

produce a positive output in that market. 

nother kind of literature a.bout the assets in a multimarket firm is the resource

based view of corporate diversification literature. Both the resource-based view and 

capital allocation literature are mainly interested in the firm's assets . However, the focus 

of t he capital allocation research is financi11l resources, while the resource-based view has 

a broader concept of resource (Busenbark et al., 2017). In this sense, because our model 

assumes that the firms transfer the ability to invest in R&D, our paper is closer to the 

idea of asset in the resource-based view literature. 

The resource-based view research proposes that t he firms' level of diversification and 

perforrnance depend· to a ignificant degree on the re ource · and capabilitie that the 

firm po e e ' ("Wan et al., 2011). One of the main hypothesi · of the re ·ource-based 

view is th11t the diversification of the firm c11n be explained by its assets , as \1/emerfelt 

(1984 1 p.175) stat ed: "mergers and acquisitions provide an opportunity to trade otherwise 

non-marketable resources and to buy or sell resources in bundle". 

In our model it is assumed t hat the merging firms share some similarities in t heir 

production process. There are various papers in the resource-based view that focus on 

mergers of firms from related industries. That relatedness can t ake the form of technologi

cal capabilities. Jovanovic and Gilbert (1993) theoretically predict that the firms diversify 

in related-technology industries searching for profits from cross-products spillovers, and 

also provide empirical evidence to back t heir hypothesis. In other empirical contributions, 

Chatt erjee and \1/ernerfelt (1991) suggest that firms which fo cus on research or adver

tising are prone to diversify in related industries, while firms with financial resources 

3This result is backed empirically by Boutin et al. (2013). 
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diversify in unrelated industries. Silverman (1999) shows that firms diversify in markets 

where their current technological resources can be exploited. 

Another focus in t his literature is t he relationship bet ween di versification and firm 

performance (Wan et al., 2011) . Among the empirical literature, Harrison et al. (1993) 

conclude t hat diversifying in industries consistent with the firm R&D emphasis leads to a 

better corporate financial performance. Similarly, Miller (2006) suggests that technolog

ically diversified firms outperform standalone firms. 4 In empirical literature related with 

technological outcome, Miller et a.l. (2007) show t hat sharing knowledge across divisions 

in a conglomerate has a positive impact in the t f~chnological development of the firm. 5 

In comparison to t he capit al allocation literature: the rnRearch in the reRource-based 

view about how the resources are assigned across indust ries is scarce. Among them: Mat

susaka (2001) proposes a theoretical model where firms try different industries searching 

for a good match for their capabilities. T he model predicts that a firm with a very bad 

match will exit t he original industry and will find a new activity, while with a very good 

match the firm will specialize. In intermediate cases the firm will diversify, entering new 

markets without leaving t he old ones. In the theoretical paper of Levinthal and vVu 

(2010) , profit-ma,ximizing firms take diversification decisions based on the opportunity 

cost of sharing a finite re, ource across industries. 

One ection of our rnodel i ·irnilar to the work of Levinthal and Wu (2010) . In their 

model, the authors a ume two mult imarket firms competing in a Cournot fashion in 

two markets. These firms have the ability to relocate a fixed amount of resoun:e across 

markets. The sequence of events is as follows: first : t he firms decide how to allocate the 

resource, and second: they produce the output. Allocating the resource to one market 

reduces the marginal cost of t hat market: and because the reRource iR finite, there is an 

opportunity cost in transferring the resource from one market to the other one. 

In our model, we assume a different way to model the transfer of resources across 

markets. Based on Zhao (2015), we assume that the firms can reduce their cost of 

production by investing in R&D. There is an additional cost to invest in R&D effort, this 

cost is assumed t o be quadratic, reflecting the decreasing returns in R&D investments 

and capturing Levint hal and vVu's idea of cost of opportunity. \!\Tith this change: unlike 

4 Conver ely, St. John and Harri on (1999) found empirical evidenc that related-diver ified firm do 
not outperform tandalone firms or unrelated-diversified firms. 

5 0ppo itely to this, Seru (2014) presents em pirical evidence that conglomerate firm s innovate le s in 
comparison o similar standalone firm s. 
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Levinthal and Wu, our model leads to an analytical solution. This allows us to further 

analyze the outcomes of the market ( quantities, profits, R&D effort levels); moreover, 

now it is possible to extend the model by including merging as an endogenous choice. 

In Levint hal and Wu, the general outline of t he equilibria found in the Cournot model 

is as follows: in the resource allocation st age, one of the firms always uses its resources in 

only one market (a corner solution), while the other firm uses its resource in one market 

or in both. In our Cournot model, in the R&D allocation stage, the firms always invest in 

only one market (a corner solution). In both Levinthal and Wu and this paper, equilibria 

with asymmetric strategies are interpn~ted as the firms maximizing their profits through 

the reduction of t he lfivel of competition on the markets. 

Levin hal and Wu do not focus on the output stage, so they do not explicitly state 

results on that matter. However , it is implied that a firm cannot produce in a market 

without allocating a positive amount of resources to that market. Therefore, in equi

librium, the firm that uses its resources in only one market is also only produdng in 

that market. Moreover, in equilibrium, only one market is in ournot competition. In 

contrast, in our model it is possible to produce in one market even if the firm does not 

allocate R&D in that market, hence there are equilibria where the two markets are in 

Cournot competition. Therefore, while in Levinthal and Wu competit ion can be under

'tood imply a · two firrn facing each other in one market, in our model there are two 

types of competition: in R&D and in output. 

If both pairs of firms merge in our model, the two conglomerates will have multimarket 

contact. This refers to the situation when rival firms meet each other in several markets 

(Yu and Cannella, 2013). The multimarket contact and the hypothesis of the markets 

sharing a similar production process in our model is relevant to the work of Gimeno Hnd 

Woo (1999). Their empirical results show that firms operating in markets with resource

sharing opportunities are likely to find the same competitors in various markets. There 

is an hypothesis t hat multirnarket contact weakens rivalry because the firms fear that the 

rivals might retaliate in other markets (Edwards, 1955; Jayachandnm et al., 1999). This 

lessen rivalry entails an increment in the total profits of the participant firms. However, 

in our model, when both pairs of firms merge, and thus the multimarket contact occurs, 

t he t otal profits are not maximized. Rat her, the maximization of the tot al profits is 

associated wit h the case where only one pair of firms merge. Thu , our results differ from 
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this hypothesis from the multimarket contact literature. 

3 The model 

There are two markets that are not related horizontally or vertically, denoted by k E 

{ A, B}. In each market there are two firms selling a homogeneous good, denoted by 

i E {l 2}. In market k, firm i faces the following inverse demand function: 

where Dk is a positive constant, qki is the output of firm i , and j E {l , 2} for j # i . 

\!1/e assume that mergers between firms in the same market are forbi<l<len by law. 

However, i is possible for a firm in A to merge with a firm in B. amely, conglomer

ate mergers are allowed. To avoid coordination problems, we assume that firm Al can 

potentially merge only with firm Bl, and the same for firms A2 and B2. V\fe construct 

the model so that the firms in the same market are symmetric, so another combination 

of firms would not change the results. 

Initially, all the firms face t he same constant marginal cost c, which is normalized to 

zero for simplidty. Without a conglomerate merger, only firms in market B can invest in 

R&D to reduce their marginal cost . We as .. ume that firm Bi's effective marginal cost is 

CBi (.r,Bi ) = -xHi , where xBi i · the R&D effort. It i. as umed that the co. t of inve trnent 

in R&D is quadratic and is given by (½xBl) , thu. reflecting the decreasing returns in 

R&D investments. 

Although the markets are not related horizontally or vertically, we assume that the 

markets A and B share some similarities in t heir production processes. This is the 

case, for example, in consumer electronics markets or pharmaceutical markets. This 

assumption can also be interpreted as two markets producing a similar good (so the 

production process is similar) but operating in different geographic markets. Because of 

this, it is possible for the firms in A to use to some extent the R&D initially available 

only in market B. 

Vve assume that t he R&D effort can only be shared t hrough a merger between a firm in 

A and a firm in B. Here, the divisions in both markets A and B can use the R&D effort to 

reduce their marginal cost. However, since the technology is not perfectly compatible, the 
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cost reduction in market A is (f3 xAi) with f3 E (0 1) . We assume that in the conglomerate 

case, when two firms can use the R&D effort ) t he whole cost of investment in R&D is 

( ½ (xAi + xsi)2) . Thus, in the conglomerate case the quadratic cost function° reflects the 

decreasing returns in R&D investments and embodies the cost of opportunity of investing 

in one market or the other. 

A three-stage game is considered. In the first stage, the two µairs of firms simulta

neously and independently decide whether to merge. In the sernnd stage, the firms that 

are capable of investing in R&D set simultaneously and independently t heir R&D effort. 

Here we assume t hat the R&D effort is perfectly observablCa~. In the third stage, in each 

market the firms engage in Cournot competition by simultaneously and independently 

setting their output. 

4 Monopoly benchmark 

In our model, the effect of a merger in the monopoly structure is just to expand the set 

of strategies of t he firms. Therefore, creating a conglomerate is (weakly) preferred to not 

merging. Because of that, we only concentrate on the conglomerate case. Moreover, since 

the first stage of the game is irrelevant in this case, we only analyze the third and econd 

stages. 

The joint-profit maximization problem in the third stage is: 

The optimal output as a function of the R&D effort is: 

( ) Ds+xe 
qe XB = 2 (2) 

In the sernnd stage, by substituting (2) into (1), the rnnglomerate's problem is: 

( DA+f3 xA ) 2 (Ds + xJJ ) 2 1 ( )2 max 2 + 2 - -2 XA + XB 
XA,XB ~O 

(3) 

6 With this functional form the conglomerate does not achieve a cost reduction in the R&D investments 
in comparison to its standalone counterpart. Rather, it seems that in the conglomerate case the R&D 
is more costly considering that (:i;A i + xBi) 2 2". X A i 2 + XBi 2 . This is concordant with the concept of 
con?;lomerate discount (see for example Berger and Ofek (1995)). This term refers to the situation where 
the value of the conglomerate is less than the sum of the values of its individual parts. 
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·when the value of eit her XA or XB is high enough, the objective function in (3) is 

decreasing in t hat variable for any non-negative value of the other variable. Hence, t he 

objectiw~ function must be bounded above in t he non-negative region. Given that the 

problem is constrained by xA 2:: 0 and xB 2:: 0, a solution is guaranteed to exist. Now, 

the associated Hessian matrix is given by: 

The det erminant is D = ¼(-/12 - 2) < 0, so t he objective function is not concave. 

Then, this problem does not yield an interior solution. evertheless, because a solution 

exists, the optimal R&D effort must be a corner solution. There are t wo candidates for 

the optimal solution: the firm invests only in market B (xA = 0), or the firm invests 

only in market A (xB = 0). We denote those cases with the subscripts MB and MA, 

respectively. 

First, in t he MB case, the objective function in (3) is concave with respect to 1; 8 

when XA = 0. Thus, t he First Order Condition (FOC) gives t he solut ion by: 

Then, t he R&D effort, the output, and the profit 1r are given by: 

x1:}B = DB, MB D 
qB = B, 

It is straightforward to see t hat the R&D effort increases the output and t he profit in 

market Bin comparison to a case without R&D. 

Second, in the Jvl A case, the FOC is: 

Then, the R&D effort, the output, and the profit are given by: 

MA fi DA 
.T,A = 2 _ j32 x1)JA = 0 MA D A 

qA = 2 _ j32' 
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Similar to the MB case, in the J\1 A case the R&D effort increases the output and the 

profit in market A in comparison to a case without R&D. Hmvever, the R&D has weaker 

effects on market A than on B due to the differences in technology compatibility. It 
EJxMA EJqMA Er,rMA ( ) 

is easy to see that ~ > 0, T > 0 and ~ > 0 for any f3 E O 1 , so a lower 

compatibility reduces the R&D effort and also reduces the positive effects of the R&D in 

the output and profit. 

The solution depends on which profit is greater. It holds that 1rljf 2:: 1r'ff if and only 

if Z~ 2:: 7. We refer to the quotient bet·ween the intercepts of the demand functions 

of the markets A and B ( Z;) as thf~ market ratio. So, if t he market ratio is high enough, 

the firm chooses to invest in market A, otherwise, it invests only in market B . V./e Rtate 

this result formally in the following proposition. 

P ·t · 1 Jcf ~ > ✓2-132 MA . h l . h l b h k le' ropos1 10n . J Da _ 13 , is t ,e so utwn to t e monopo ,y enc mar ,. J 

D ~ 
D~ :S - 13-, MB is the sol'Ution to the monopoly benchmark. 

Notice that if f3 = 1, the condition for MA to be t he solution would simply be 

D A 2: DB· Hence, if there is full technology compatibility in both markets, the firm 

would decide in which market to invest simply based on its relative size. For the firm 

to invest in market A when f3 E (0 1), to compensate the lack of full compatibility in 

market A, the size of market A has to be much bigger than market B . 

5 Second and third stages: R&D effort and Cournot 

competition 

We solve the game using backwards induction. In the first stage, the firms decide whether 

to merge. With two firms in each market, at most two conglomerates can be formed. 

Depending on that, there are three possible subga.rnes starting from the second stage: 

1) Zero-merger subgame, where none of t he firms merge, and thus four standalone firms 

participate in t he subgame. 2) Two-merger subgame, where all firms merge and t,\ro 

conglomerates are created. 3) One-merger subgame, where only one conglomerate is 

formed and two tandalone firm remain. In thi. ection we deriv the equilibria in each 

one of the aforementioned ea ·e for the econd and third tage. of the game. 
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5.1 Zero-merger subgame 

For the firms in market A, the equilibrium in t he t hird stage is the usual Cournot solution. 

Thus, firm Ai's output and profit are given by: 

D DA2 
ZM A ZM 

qAi = 3 ' 1I"Ai g 

where the superscript ZM denotes the zero-merger subgame. On the other hand, for the 

firm in B, the equilibrium i the Cournot olution where ea ·h firm' rnarginal co t i 

--'EBi - Thu ·, the equilibrium output for firm Bi , which i a function of the R&D effort, 

It is straightforward to see that t he equilibrium output is increasing in the firm's own 

R&D effort but decreasing in the rival's R&D effort. 

In the second stage, each firrn B;'s maximization problem given XB:i is: 

max 
XB;2'.0 

(DB+ 2xBi - XB1)2 

9 

From this, the best response function for the R&D effort i : 

In the zero-merger subgame, we concentrate only on symmetric strategie . In the 

equilibrium of the second stage, firm Bi's R&D effort, output and profit are: 

ZM 4DB 
XBi = - .. -

;J 

,,..ZM 
"Bi 

In comparison to the monopoly case where the firm invests only in market B, it follows 

that .r,jf'1 < xPJB . This means that R&D decisions are strategic substitutes. Intuitively, 

t he competition reduces t he individual investments in R&D. However, it also follows that 

2.r,jf'1 > x¾ B, so the total R&D effort in the market is greater in oligopoly than in 

monopoly. As in the monopoly case, in oligopoly t he output is greater in comparison to 

a ea e without R&D inve tment . However, contrary to the monopoly ea e, the profit 
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is lower with R&D than without it. 7 In the oligopoly case with R.&D effort, the firms 

compete wit h two variables: the quantities and the R&D. The competition in R&D 

leads t o a greater investment in the market in comparison to the monopoly case. This 

investment increases the total output in the market to the point where there is a los of 

profit in comparison to a case without R&D, even though the marginal cost is reduced 

by the R&D. 

5.2 Two-merger subgame 

In this case, each one of the firms in market A merge· with one of the firms in B. In 

the t hird stage, the merged firm ABi (fur i E {1 , 2}, j E {1 2} and j =/= i ) chooses 

non-negative quantit ies qAi and qBi given t hat XAi and XBi have already been selected in 

t he second stage. The payoff funr,tion in the third stage of firm ABi is: 

The equilibrium output as a funr,tion of the R&D effort is: 

D; + 2XAi ~ XAj DA + 2 fJxA,-f3xAi if 
3 

and ~A + 2 xAi ~ XAi 

if pt+ 2XAi < XAj 0 

D B+2 xBi-xBi if 
3 

if 1%1 + 2 XAj < XAi 

D n + 2 xBi ~ XBj 

0 

an<l Dn + 2 xBi ~ XBi 

if D n + 2 xBi < XBj 

(5) 

(6) 

In t he second stage, firm ABi chooses non-negative XAi and XBi · By substituting (5) 

and (6) int o (4), t he payoff funr,tion in the second stage is given by: 

(7) 

7Without R&D in market B, the equilibrium would be the ame as market A, so the profit in that 
ca~e would be D{l > 1r~f'1 -
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where 

(D A +2f3xA,-/3XAj )2 

if 
~ 4 + 2XAi ~ XAj 

9 
and ~A + 2XAj ~ XAi 

1TAi(XAi,XAj) = 
0 if ~A + 2XAi < XAj 

(DA+f:JxA,)2 if ~A + 2XAj < XAi 1 

(Da+2xai-xa 1)2 if 
D lJ + 2XBi ~ XBj 

!) 

and D H + 2 x Bj ~ x Bi 
1T Bi(XBi, XBj} = 

0 if Dn + 2 xBi < XB1 

(Da+xa.) 2 
if Dn + 2 xB1 < XBi 1 

At ,r,Ai > ~A + 2 XAj the derivative with respect to XAi of the payoff function (7) is: 

- XAi - XBi 

which is always negative. On the other hand, at XBi > Dn + 2 XBj the derivative with 

respect to XBi of the payoff function (7) is: 

- XAi - X1Ji 

which is always negative. Then, it is suboptimal for firm ABi to play any XAi > ,+2 xA1 

or XBi > Dn + 2xHi · By symmetry, it is al o uboptimal for firm AB j to play any 

XAj > ~A + 2xAi or XBj > Dn + 2 XBi · Thus, according to (7), all the equilibria of the 

two-merger subgame can be found by considering the following payoff function for firm 

ABi: 

1s: 

[9fl2 - 1 -:] 
-1 - 

!) 

(8) 

The determinant of the matrix i · D = ~(-M,2 - 1) < 0, which implie that the 
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function is not concave on [ 0, ~A + 2 :.DAj] x [O, DB + 2 XBj] , So, no interior solution 

exists. However, since (8) is a wntinuous function on a compact rectangle, a. maximum 

is guaranteed to exist. Therefore, the equilibrium must be a corner solution. 

vVe can easily discard some candidates for corner solutions as equilibria. First consider 

the case where firm ABi invests nothing in both markets ( xAi = XBi = 0) and firm ABj 

invests nothing in at least one of the markets ( xkj = 0). Since the derivative of (8) 

,,.,ith re pect to Xki i · positive at XAi = XBi = Xkj = 0, we can di card thi ea e as an 

equilibrium. 

Another possible candidate is two firms setting their R&D effort in the same market 

equal to one of the upper bounds of the feasible region of (8). The first case would be 

XAi = XAj = ~A + 2 xAi , which leads to xAi = - ~A . So that solution would be outside 

the feasible region. The second case would be XBi = xBi = D B+ 2 xBi , which leads to 

x11; = - DB. Again, that solution would be outside the feasible region. Therefore, we 

discard this case as well. 

In the following analysis, '.Ve classify the equilibria into two groups: symmetric and 

asymmetric. 

5.2.1 Symmetric equilibria 

To find a symmetric strat egy in equilibrium, let XAi = XAj and Xsi = xtj • We concentrate 

on the following two cases: 

Case 1: ,'T,Ai = 0, Xsi > 0 

We denote this case with the subscript TMB. Here, t he function in (8) when :i;Ai = 0 is 

concave with respect to XBi · Thus, the FOC gives the solution by: 

From it, the candidate for an equilibrium is: 

* 4DH 
xHi = --

5 
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With t his strategy, the R&D effort, the output and the profit are given by: 

TMB 
XAi = Q 

TMB 4 D s 
XBi =5 TMB D A 

qAi = 3' 
TMB 3 D s 

qBi = -r:-, 
<> 

Now we examme whether TM B 1s an equilibrium. Suppose that the rival plays 

XAj = 0 and xs1 = xif B, so t he objective function of firm ABi is given by: 

( D A+ 2 f3xAi) 2 ( ~ + 2xsi) 2 1 ( )2 

9 + 9 - 2 X Ai + X Bi (9) 

on the region [o Q_.t,.] X [o i 3D 8 ] ' f3 ) 5 . 

Suppose that firrn ABi plays the upper bound of XBi , that is, XBi = 13f 8 . The 

derivative of (9) with respect t o XBi evaluated at XBi = 13f 8 is - ~8 - XAi, which is 

ahvays negative. Therefore, any (xAi 13f 8 ) is not a solution to (9). 

The remainder solution candidates to (9) are (xAi, 0) and ( ~A x 8 i ), where in the first 

candidate XAi is an interior solution given by t he FOC. We st art with the first candidate. 

The function in (9) when xsi = 0 is concave with respect to XAi · Thus, the FOC gives 

the solution by: 

From t his it follows t hat: 

4{J( D A + 2 fJXAi ) 
---9--- - XAi = Q 

4 f-3 D A 
XAi = g _ {32 

(10) 

(11) 

For (11) to be an interior olution ;~f ;2 < pt mu t be atisfied . Thi expre ion 

holds if and only if f3 < ,/3/2. T herefore, a necessary condition for (11) to be a solution 

is f3 < ,/3/2. The profit of ABi in this case, denoted by 1rf1i, is: 

Wh DA ,JFsp . ell h TMB Dl h f' fi AB "d. ·1 en Da > SfJ , 1t J.O ows t at 1r ABi < 1r ABi> t ere ore, rm z evrntes um ater-

ally in his case. 

For the second candidate, there are two cases to consider. First, assume the strategy 

where XAi = ~A and x 13i is an interior ·olution given by the FOC. The FOC from (9) 
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. h t DA • wit respect o x Bi at x Ai = T 1s: 

4( ~B + 2 :.DBi) D A 
' g - X B i - fJ = Q 

From this it is obtained that: 

To satisfy the assumption of xBi > 0, t < : must hold. The profit in this case, denoted 

b D2 · . 
Y 7r ABi , l · 

D2 - D A2 + DB2 - 4DA DB + 4DA2 

1f Alli - 25 5/3 j32 

Given Z; < !! , 1rI'!f/ > 1r-']l always holds. Thus, firm ABi does not deviate in this 

Secon<l, assume that firm ABi plays XAi = 7f an<l :i;Bi = 0. The profit in this case, 

denoted by n 03 - is· AB, , · 

D3 (2/32 - l )DA2 DB2 

7f' ABi = 2/32 + 225 

When i; > 5~ and /3 > 3/4, it follows that 1rI'!f/ < 1r-']l, then firm ABi deviates 

unilaterally in this case. 

otice that when /3 E (3/4 v'3/2) , depending on the market ratio, firm ABi can 

d · Dl D3 s· ~ 1/3 C /3 (3/4 r,:;3/2) . eviate to n A Bi or n A Bi. mce 5/J < r;-;;;;:;--;. 1or any E , v 0 , to su, tarn 
' 5y l6{32 - 9 

TMB a an equilibrium in /3 E (3/4, \/'3/2), the market ratio mu.-t only ati fy 15!::; 
~ 8 

5/J . 

In conclusion, when /3 < \/'3/2 an<l Z; ::; if/P., or /3 ~ \/'3/2 and DDA8 ::; 1 /J 
5✓16/32 - !-J' 

TM B can be sustained as an equilibrium. 

The outcorne in this case is equivalent to the one derived in the 7.ero-rnerger subgame, 

with the only difference being that the joint-profit in the two-merger subgame is split 

between the standalone firms in the zero-merger subgame. Although the outcome is 

almost the same, in the two-merger subgame the equilibrium exists only for a range of 

parameters, a condition not present in t he zero-merger solution. Since the firms operate 

in both markets, the firms specialize in B only when t he market ratio ( Z; ) is low enough, 

i.e., if market B has greater potential profits relative to market A. 

8If DA ( ~ 4fJ ] fi . AB' ·11 d . Dl W1 DA 4 fJ fi AB' D E fi fJ , ~ , nn i w1 ev1ate to 1r A Bi . 1en D > ~ , rm · i can 
B • 5 y 16fJ 2 - 9 B 5 y 16fJ2 -9 

deviate to nf1i or nf1i• 
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The conditions of existence differ, depending on whether the technological compati

bility is low ((-3 < ../3/ 2) or high ((-3 ~ ../3/ 2) . In the former case, the most profitable 

deviation given xBi = 0 is to choose X Ai < ~A . That is, firm ABi does not increase the 

investment to the extent it becomes a monopolist in market A. In the latter case, the 

high com patibility makes XAi = 7f- the most profitable deviation , establishing firm ABi 

as a monopolist in market A. 

Case 2 : ,T,Ai > 0, Xsi = 0 

We denote this case with the subscript TM A. Here, the function in (8) when XBi = 0 i · 

concave with respect to x Ai· Thus, the FOC gives the solution by: 

From it, the candidate for an equilibriurn is: 

With this strategy, the R&D effort, the out put and the profit are given by: 

TMA 4 {-J D A TMA 
XAi = 9 -4 (-32' XBi = 0, 

TMA 3 D A 
qAi = g _ 4 (-32 

Similar t o the previous case, when both firms specialize in market A, the total investment 

in R&D in the market is greater t han in the monopoly case (2x~f-1A > xfA) and the 

output is greater than a scenario wit hout R&D. Bot h the increased quantities and the 

R&D strengthen t he competition in market A. Due to the increased competition, the 

profits from market A are lower in comparison to a case without R&D. As in the monopoly 

case, an increase in technological compatibility increases both the R&D effort and the 
• EJxTMA EJqTMA • • 

output m A ( a~ > 0 and ai, > 0 for any (-3 E (0, 1)). Thus, an mcrease m the 
TMA 

technological compatibility reduces t he profits ('nr83' < 0 for any (-3 E (0, 1)), because a 

higher compatibility signifies a higher competit ion in market A. 

Now we~ verify if TM A is an equilibrium. Suppose t hat the rival plays x Aj = x~f-1 A 

and X Bj = 0, so the objective function of firm ABi is given by: 
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l ((9 - 8{32 )D A f3 ) 2 ( D B+ 2xBi)2 1 ( )2 
- -----+ 2 xA- +----- - -XA·+XB· 
9 9 - 4(32 ' 9 2 ' ' 

(12) 

h _. [o (n+1,s2) DA] [o D l on t e reg10n (9_ 1,92 )/3 x B . 

S ' th · t fi AB . I· ' tl b d f th· t . ' - (9+1f32 )D A Tl uppose a - rm i pays 1e upper oun o XAi , a 1s, XAi - (n- 1,92 )/3 . le 

d . t' f (12) 'th t t . 1 t d t - (9+1P2 )D A ' (8/32 - 9)DA enva ,1ve o w1 respec o x Ai eva ua e a x Ai - (9-1f32 )f3 1s (9_ 1f32 )/3 - x Bi , 

which is always negative. Therefore, any (<~;~:;~~A XBi ) is not a solution to (12). 

The remainder solution candidates to (12) are (0 XBi) an<l (xAi, D H) , where in the first 

candidate XBi i an interior. elution given by the FOC. We. tart with the fir. t candidate. 

The function in (12) when XAi = 0 i · concave with re pect to XBi · Thu ·, the FOC give 

the solution by: 

(13) 

From this it follows that XBi = 4DB, which is outside the feasible region, therefore, this 

strategy is not a solution of (12). 

For the second solution candidate, there are two cases to consider. First, assume the 

strategy where 1;Bi = D B and XAi is an interior solution given by the FOC. The FOC 

from (12) with respect to XAi at X Bi = D B is: 

4(3 ((9 - {32 ) D A ) 
9 9 _ 4{32 + 2 f3xAi - xAi -DB=0 

From this it is obtained that: 

'T' t' f ' th ' . t' f ' 0 DA 9(9- 1f3 2
) t h ld Th fit . th' .10 sa 1s ) e assurnp 10n o J.,Ai > , D a > 1f3(9_ 8f32 ) mus o . e pro . m 1s case, 

denoted by 1r11_l , is: 

G. D 9(9-1f32) TMA D1 -1 . h ld · Th fi AB d d . . 1ven D~ > 113(9_ 8132 ) , 1r A Bi > 1r AHi a ways o s. us, rm i oe · not ev1ate m 

t his case. 

Second, assume t hat firm ABi plays x Bi = D B and x Ai = 0. The profit in t his case, 
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When D A < <9- 11'12 )v'7 it follows that 1rTA_ilA < 1rADB5 ; , thus firm ABi deviates uni-
1Js 1,'1✓9-8,'12 ' ABi • 

l ~11 . h" Th t· h DA > (9- 11'12 )v'7 TMA b . <l ateri'i,l y m t rn case. em orn, w en -D r,;--;;;;;;; , can e sustame as an 
. B - 1,'1y 9-8/32 

equilibrium. 

Similar to the previous equilibrium, the interpretation of this exist ence condition i 

t hat the firm pecialize in market A only when the market ratio (Z~) i high enough, i.e., 

if market A ha · gr eater potential profits relat ive to market B. nlike the deviation case 

in the TM B equilibrium, since market B has perfect compatibility with the technology, 

when some firm deviates to market B, t hat firm is always able to become a monopolist 

in market B . 

5 .2.2 Asymmetric equilibria 

We concentrate on the strategy profile xAi = xBi = 0, xAi > 0 and xBi > 0. First , 

suppose t he equilibrium candidate where XBj is given by the FOC. The FOC for firm 

AB j from (8) with respect to XJJj at XAj = XJJi = 0 is the same as (13) . Thus, it follmvs 

t hat XBj = 4 D 8 , which is outside the feasible region. Hence, this candidate is not a 

solut ion. Second, suppose that XBj is equal to the upper bound; t hat is, XBj = D JJ . In 

t hat case; t he objective function of firm ABi is given by: 

(14) 

on the region [ 0, 7] x [O, 3DB]-

It is easy to see that (14) is strictly decreasing in XBi 2: 0. Thus, (14) must be 

maximized at XBi = 0. Since (14) is concave in XAi at XBi = 0, the optimal XAi must be 

an interior solution if it is inside the feasible region. Here the FOC is equivalent to (10), 

from which it is obtained t hat XAi = ;~[;2 • T hat result is inside the feasible region if 

and only if ;~D;2 < D; . This inequality holds if and only if f3 < -/3/2. Therefore, (14) 

is maximized at XAi = ;~[;2 when f3 < -/3/2 and at XAi = 7f when f3 2: -/3/2. Thus, 

two ea e are analyzed. We denote thee ea e with the. ub cript TM• , where •= V 

wh n f3 E (0, -/3/ 2) and •= 6. when f3 E [-/3/ 2, 1) . 
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Case 1: onsider t he equilibrium candidate where f3 < ,,/3/2. The R&D effort , the 

output, and t he profit are given by: 

4 f3 D A 

9 - 8 {32 

TM"v 
7r A Bi 

q TM"v 
Aj 

(3 - 4{32)DA 
9 - (32 

TM "v 
qJJi = 0 

In this case, each firm specializes in a different market. Hence, unlike the symmetric 

solutions, t here is not competition in R&D. Similar to the monopoly case, here invest

ing in R&D in one market increases the profit in that market in comparison to the case 

withou R&D. This occurs even in market A, where there is still competition in quan

t ities ( 1r~1}t"v > 1r1t1 for any f3 E (0 , 1)). Furthermore, the profits are increasing in the 

technologirnl compatibility o1r 83' > 0 . ( 
TMV ) 

Now we examine when T M V is an equilibrium. It suffices to verify the strategy of 

firm ABj. \ i\Thcm firm ABi plays XAi = x~f1 "v and XBi = 0, the objective function of firm 

ABj is given by: 

1 ( 3(3 - 4{32)DA 2R ) 2 ( D JJ + 2XJJj)2 1 ( )2 9 g _ (32 + f;XA_j + g - 2 XAj + XBj (15) 

on the region [ 0, (9~~P).B ] x [O, D H]-

Suppose that firm ABj plays t he upper bound of XAJ , that is, XAJ (n~fl2),e · The 

d . . . f" (15) . h . . . . 1 . . d . 9DA . • [1.B2(9- 1,82)- 27]DA ' h" ·h envative o wit respect to XA; eva uate at (9- .82).B 1s 3(9- .82).B - :LBJ , w 1c 

is always negative. Therefore, any (c9~f P).B' x 81 ) is not a solution to (15). l\!Ioreover, 

ABj playing X AJ = 0 and x 81 being given by t he FOC is not a solution to (15), since it 

is obtained tha,t XBJ = 4 D B , which is outside the feasible region. 

The remainder solution candidates to (15) are (xAJ 0) and (xAJ D B), where in both 

cases XAJ is an interior solution given by the FOC. For the first candidate, the FOC from 

(15) with respect to XAJ at XJJJ = 0 is: 

4{3 ( 3(3 - 4{32)D A ) g g _ {32 + 2 {3XAj - XAj = 0 
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From t his it follows t hat: 

Firm ABj gains a profit of: 

12/1(3 - 4 fJ2) D A 

(9 - fi2)2 

lJA .fi(9-8fJ2fi/2 /7, M D When il s > 1213(3_ 1/:F) and /3 < v 3/2, it follows that 1rIJJ/' < 1r Atj , t herefore, firm 

AB j deviates unilaterally in this case. 

For t he second candidate, the FOC from (15) wit h respect to XAj at XBj = D B is: 

4(3 ( 3(3 - 4(32) D A ) 
9 9 _ 8132 + 2 fixA.i - XA.i - Dn = 0 

From t his it follows t hat: 

f"T' t· f t h t · f o 0 A !l(9-s 132> t h Id c· th t 9<9- 132> .10 sa ,1s y e assump 10n o XAj > : Ds > 1213(3_ 1 .82) mus o . 1ven , a , 12.8(3_ 1 .82) > 
.fiC!l-s.s2r12 d b · b1· h d · 1 h TMn · il"h · 12~(3-1/32) : an ecause 1t was esta 1s e previous y t at v 1s not an equ 1 num 

Q.a .fi(!l-8/32):{/ 2 . 
when il s > 12~(3_ 1132) , t hen thi. ea. e doe. not provide new information on the exi. t ence 

condition· . 

Thus, the only condition for T M V to exist as an equilibrium is i~ ~ ~~0!,/J:;2 and 

(3 < \!'3/ 2. The condition involving the market size ensures that the firm specializing in 

B does not deviate when t he potential profit in A is high enough. Such condit ion is not 

necessary for the firm specializing in A , because t hat firm cannot deviate due to t he high 

investments in R&D in market B. 

Case 2: Consider the equilibrium candidate where (3 2: \!'3/2. Here the R&D effort , 

the output, and the profit are given by: 

TM6. D A 
XAi = ~ ' 

TM6. 
X Hi = 0, 

qT M 6. _ Q 
Aj -
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TM6. 
7r ABi 

TM6. 
7rABj 

In this case firm ABi becomes a monopolist in market A while firm ABj becomes a 

monopolist in market B. In ,narket B, where the technology is fully compatible, firm 

ABj is able to seize the totality of market B by investing an amount of R.&D effort 

equivalent to the one in the monopoly case. However, in the case of market A ·where the 

t echnology in not fully compatible, firm ABi has to invest more than it would do in the 

monopoly case (x~f 6. > xf A ) in order to seize t he tot ality of market A. Even when 

firm ABi is the only firm in market A, the over-investment in R&D prevents ABi's profit 

from rn.arket A to reach the level of the monopoly ea e. 

Now we verify if TM 6. is an equilibrium. It suffices to verify the strategy of firm 

ABj. When firm ABi plays XAi = x~t1 6. and XBi = 0, t he problem of firm ABj is given 

by: 

(DB+ 2xB_;)2 

9 

on the region [o, 3~A ] X [0 , DB], 

(16) 

The function in (16) is strictly decreasing in xA.i 2:'. 0. Thus, (16) must be maximized 

at x A.i = 0. Moreover, ABj playing XAj = 0 and XBj being given by the FOC i not a 

olution to (16), ince it i obtained that XBj = 4Ds , which i out ide the fea ible region. 

Hence, t he only solut ion of (16) is the strategy in TM 6.. Therefore, the only condition 

for T ]\,f 6. to exist as an equilibrium is f3 2:'. ./3 / 2. 

When the firms ABi and ABj play x~t1 6. = ~A and x'I;J'16. = Ds , respectively, each 

firm suppfo~s the totality of the market in which they are specializing, thus no firm can 

unilaterally deviate by setting a positive R&D effort in the market in which its rival 

is speciali?:ing. T hen, unlike the previous cases, there is not a condition involving the 

market sizes because the firms cannot deviate to the other market due to the rival's high 

R&D effort in that market. 

T he core difference between TM 6. and T M V is t hat in the former firm ABi is able 

to seize t he totality of market A and become a monopolist, while in the latter firm ABi is 

unable to do so. \ i\Then f3 < ./3/ 2 it follows that x~f 6. > x~t1 v. This implies that a low 

technological compatibility makes the R&D effort more costly. Hence, in t his case firm 

ABi i incapable of inve. t in the neces ary amount of R&D effort to become a monopoli. t. 
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·when the technological compatibility is low ((3 < -,/3/2), TMV is not an equilibrium 

if the market ratio is high enough. In that case, as firm ABi does not invest heavily in 

market A, the other firm finds profitable to deviate to that market . On the other hand, 

when the technological compatibility is high (/3 ~ -,/3/2), TM D.. is an equilibrium even 

if the market ratio is high. ecause the high investments of firm ABi in market A, it is 

not profitable for the rival firm to deviate to that market regardless of the value of the 

market ratio. 

5.3 One-merger subgame 

In this case, it is assumed that only one firm in A merges with one firm in B. Let 

i = {M, N}, with M denoting the merged firms, and denoting the non-merged firms. 

In comparison to the two-merger subgame, the set of strategies is redur,ed in the one

merger subgame. Specifically, the standalone firms can only operate in their own markets. 

Thus, he standalone firm in market A cannot invest in R&D and the standalone firm in 

market B can only invest in R& in its own market. On the other hand, the conglomerate 

can invest in both markets as in the two-merger subgame. Thus, a symmetric equilibrium 

in this case can only be one where the firms invest only in market B. Furthermore, an 

asymmetric equilibrium entails that the conglomerate invests only in market A, ,;vhile the 

standalone firm in market B invests only its own market. 

The equilibrium candidates in the one-merger subgame are very similar to the ones 

in the two-merger subgame. However, the equilibrium conditions can differ. In the two

merger subgarne, an asymmetric equilibrium might fail if the firm prescribed to invest in 

market B finds that it is more profitable to invest in market A. This kind of unilateral 

deviation is not possible in the one-merger subgame. Therefore, t he details of t he solution 

for this case are omitted and we only show t he outcomes in equilibrium and their existence 

conditions. Once again, we distinguish the symmetric and asymmetric equilibria. 

5.3.1 Symmetric equilibria 

As stated before, the only possible symmetric equilibrium in the one-merger. ubgame i 

when two firm inve t in market B and none of the firm inve. t in market A. We denote 

this equilibrium with the superscript OM B. Here the R&D effort, the output, and the 
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profit are given by: 

X OMB _ Q 
· Ai -

0MB 4 D B 
XBi =5 

0MB 3 D B 
q Bi = -;,;-, 

;J 

D 2 
B 

25 

In t his case t he existence condit ions are t he same as the TMB case. Therefore, when 

fJ < ../3/2 and ~< 7, or fJ > ../3/2 and jf1 < ~' 0MB can be u. tained 
B - - B - 5 16,82 - !) 

a an equilibrium. 

The outcome and the existence conditions in OM B are equivalent to the ones in 

TM B. This is because in this case there are not incentives to focus on market A 1 o it is 

irrelevant whether t here are one or two conglomerates. The only minor difference is that 

the joint-profit in TM B is split in OM B between t he standalone firms. 

5.3.2 Asymmetric equilibria 

Equilibria t hat are analogous to TM• are possible. Thus, we consider two cases. vVe 

denote these cases with the subscript OM• 

Case 1: Consider the equilibriurn candidate OM"v , which i analogou to TM"v. Here 

t he R&D effort, the output, and the profit are given by: 

OM"v 4 fJ D A OM "v Q 
X AM = 9 - fJ2' X BM = ' 

OM"v 3DA 
qAM = g _ 8fJ2 

OM"v (3 - 4 fJ2) D A 
qAN = g _ fJ2 , 

x~1;J "v = D B, 

qOM "v _ Q 
BM -

OM"v D 
q BN = B, 

D A2 
OM "v 

11' ABM = g _ fJ2 ' 

OM "v (3 - 4fJ2)2 D A 2 
11' AN = (9 _ fJ2)2 ' 

OM "v D B 2 
7l'BN = --

2 

Here the conditions of existence can be obtained following a similar process as in 

TM"v. irst, given t hat firm BN plays XBN = x~1;Jv, the problem of firm ABM is 

equivalent to (14). From it, the necessary condition fJ < ../3/2 is obtained. Second, 

given tha,t firm ABM plays the strategy in OM"v, t he problem of firm B is similar to 

(15), hut wi hout the profit from market A and wit hout the ability to invest in market 

A. \ i\Tith the. ·e re tri ·tion , the only olution for firm B in thi ea. e i. the trategy in 

OM"v. Therefore, t he only condition to su tain OM"v as an equilibrium i · fJ < ../3/2. 
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The conditions of existence for OMV differ from T M V . In both equilibria the con

dit ion f3 < -/3/2 is present, but in OMV t here is not a condition involving the sizes of 

the market. This occurs because firm B , as a standalone firm, is unable to deviate to 

market A. 

Case 2: Consider the equilibrium candidate OM 6., which is analogous to TM 6.. Here 

t he R&D effort, the output, and the profit are given by: 

OM t,. D A OM6. o OM6. D 
XAM = P' XJJM = ' XBN = B, 

OM6. D 
qAM = A , qOM6. _ Q 

AN - , qOM6. _ Q 
BM -

"'"OM 6. _ Q 
"AN - , 

OM6. D 
qBN = B 

OM6. DB2 

1l"BN = - 2-

The existence condition for OM 6. is the same as TM 6.. Hence, OM 6. can be sus

tained as an equilibrium when f3 ~ -/3/2. 

5.4 Condit ions for the existence of equilibrium 

Here we summarize the conditions for t he exist ence of equilibria in the second stage. For 

this, we first <lefine t he following thresholds: 

0 - (9 - 4/32).fi 
A - 4f3J9- /32' 

~ ./7(9 - /32)3/2 
BA = 12{3(3 - 4{32) 

{ .~ 

0 - 5/3 
B - '1/3 

5✓16/32 - !J 

if f3 < f 
if f3 > ✓:i 

- 2 

These are the thresholds of the existence conditions related to the market size that 

appeared in the previous analysis. The threshold 0 A is paired with the technological 

compat ibility condition f3 < v'3 /2. It is easy to see that 0 A is well defined for that range 

of {3 . I hol<ls that 0B < BA for any f3 an<l 0A < {JA for any f3 E (0, v'3/2) . 

Now, we state the results in the following propositions: 

Proposition 2. There alwaus e:cists an equilibrium in the second sta_q e in the zero-rner_q er 

subgame. 

Proposit ion 3. (a) Wh en f3 E (O, v'3/2) , if Z~ ~ 0A , TMV is an equilibrium in the 

two-merger s·ubgame. If Z~ ~ 0 A , TM A is an equilibrium in the two-merger subgame. If 

Z~ ~ 0 8 , TM B is an equilibrium in the two-merger s11,bgame. 
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{b) When f3 E [v13/2 1) , T J\16.. is an equilibrium in the two-merger subgame. If 

Z~ 2: 0 A , T l\ll A is an equilibrium in the two-m erger subgame. If g~ ::; 0 B , TM B is an 

eq1tilibri1tm in the two-merger subgame. 

( c) There always exists an equilibrium in the second stage in the two-mer~qer subgame. 

V\le represent the statements of Proposition 3 in Figures 1 and 2. 

TM'v 

TMB TMA 

0 

Figure 1: Existence of equilibria in the two-merger subgame. ((3 E (0 v13/2)) 

TM6.. 

TMB TMA 

0 

Figure 2: Existence of equilibria in the two-merger subgame. ((3 E [ v13/2, 1)) 

Proposition 4. (a) When f3 E (0 v13/2), OMV is an equilibrium in the one-merger 

s11,bgame. If Z ~ ::; 0 B , 0 MB is an eq11,ilibrium in the one-m erger subgame. 

(b) Wh en f3 E [\/13/2, 1) , OM6.. is an eqnilibrium in the one-merger subgame. If 

1J A < 0 B OM B is an el1'uilibriurn in the one-rnerg· er subqame. DB - ' i . . 

(c) Th ere always exists an equilibrium in the second stage in the one-m erger subgarne. 

\Ale represent the statements of Proposit ion 4 in Figure 3. 

OM• 

0MB 

0 

Figure 3: Existence of equilibria in the one-merger subgame. 

A in t he monopoly case, there are equilibria in the duopoly ea ·e where the firm 

invest only in one of the markets. Comparing the t hreshold in the monopoly case and the 

ones in this section 1 it follows that 0B < 7 < 0A for any (3 . Thus, for t he equilibrium 
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where the firms invest in market B to exist in the two and one-merger subgames, the 

market ratio has t o be lower in comparison to t he monopoly case. foreover, for the 

equilibrium where all firms invest in market A to exist in t he two-merger suhgame, the 

market ratio has to be greater in comparison to the monopoly case. 

6 First stage: The merger game 

We solve here t he first stage of the game where t he firms decide whether to merge. 

pair of firms choose t o merge when the joint-profit of the merged firm is larger than the 

·um of the eparated firms' profit . Tho. e profit depend on what equilibrium i played 

in the second stage after the firms' merger decisions. It is assumed that player 1 is a 

team consisting of Al and El, while player 2 is A2 together with B2. The set of adions 

is to merge (M) or not (DM). The payoffs are the profits derived in the second stage. 

Since it was established t hat the existence of equilibria on the second stage depends on the 

market ratio and the technology compatibility, different versions of the merger game exist 

depending on how the parameters are configured. Moreover, for the same configuration of 

parameters, multiple equilibria in the second st age might exist. Hence, multiple versions 

of the merger game can be constructed for the same range of para.meters, depending on 

which of the multiple equilibria is set as the payoff of the merger game. 

Even with the multiplicity of equilibria, because there exist equivalent outcomes acros · 

t he t hree merger subgames of the second stage, the payoffs of the merger game can be 

characterized in a simple manner. Specifically, all the equilibria in the second stage can 

be categorized into three groups. The main criterion for this categorization is that all the 

equilibria belonging in one group have identical total payoffs. We refer to this groups as 

rna,,-ket outcomes. 

T he first market outcome contains t he OM B, t he TM B and the Z M equilibria. We 

denominate this market outcome as the B-outcome because in this group of equilibria 

t he firms invest only in market B. In the merger game, the payoffs in the B-outcome are 

symmetric. We denote the payoff of any team in this outcome with 1rB . 

The second market outcome contains only t he TM A equilibrium. Vve denominate 

thi market out ·ome a the A-outcome becau ·e in the TM A equilibrium the firrn, · inve t 

only in market A. In the merger game, the payofE · in the A-outcome are , ymmetric. We 
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denote the payoff of any team in this outcome with 1rA . 

The third market outcome contains the OMV and the TMV equilibria when f3 < 

,/3/ 2 and the OM6. and the TM6. equilibria when f3 2:: ,/3/2. \l\Te denominate this 

market outcome as the asymmetric outcome because the payoffs are asymmetric in all 

the equilibria of these groups. For this group, we use 1r•A to denote the payoff of the 

team investing in market A and 1r• 8 for the payoff of the team investing in market B. 

Then, the possible payoffs on the merger game are: 

H D A2 D B 2 
11" = - 9-+~, 

A (9- f3 2)DA2 D112 

11" = (9 - 4(32) 2 + - 9-

rr•A = { 
....!2L if f3 < {} 

rr•B = { 
(3-1/32 )2 DA 2 D B2 

!J-8 /32 (!J- f32)2 + -2-

(2/32 - l)D A 2 
if f3 > v'3 D a 2 

2132 - 2 2 

The normal-form of the game is presented in Table 4. 

Table 4: The Merger Game 

2,B2 

Do not merge 
Al,B1 

Merge 

D o no t merge 
11"B 1I"B 

) 

1I"M,DM 1I"M,DM 
1 , 2 

M erge 
1I"DM,M 1I"DM,M 

1 , 2 

1I" M,M 1I"M,M 
1 , 2 

if {-3 < {} 

if {-3 > v'3 
- 2 

\ ,Vhere ·ontingent Oil the parameters- ( 1rrM' 1rtM) E { ( 7r• H 7r•A ) ( 7r•A 7r• 8 ) 

( 1I"A, 1I"A) , ( 11"B, 11"B) } , ( 1rrDM, 1rf•DM) E { ( 7r•A, 7r•H ) ( 1I"H, 11"B ) } and ( 1rfM,M 1I"~M,M ) E 

{ ( 7r•B, 7r•A ) , ( 1I"H 1rB) } . 

otice that in the profiles (DM, M) and (M, DM) there is only one way to allocate 

the payoffs from the asymmetric outcome: the team that chooses to merge always invests 

only in market A. This characteristic is not present in the profile (M, M) . Thus, there 

are two possible ways to configure the payoffs from t he asymmetric outcome in the profile 

(lvl, M), depending on hmv the payoffs are allocated to the players. 

To better understand the construction of the merger game, we explain two polar 

r,ases . First r,onsider the sr,enario where f3 E (0 ,/3/2) and Z: > {JA · Here it holds 

that (1rrM,1rtM) = (1rA 1rA ), (1rf·DM, 1rf·DM) = (1r•A 7r•B) and (1rfM,M 1I"~M,M ) = 

( 1r• 8 , 1r•A). Thu , the merger game i. uniquely defin d for that range of parame

ters. Second, con ider Z; ::;; 0B for any {-J . In thi ea e it hold · that (1rtM, 1rt·M) E 

{ ( 7r•B, 7r•A) , ( 7r•A, 7r•B) , ( 11"B 1rB) } , ( 1rrDM, 1r:,DM) E { ( 7r•A 7r•B ) , ( 11"B, 1rB ) } and 
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(?T fM,M ?TfM,M) E { ( 1T• B , 7r• A) ( 1rB 1rB ) } . Thus, there are 12 cases of t he merger game 

for this set of parameters. Vve define 9 main scenarios, with a total 28 cases of t he merger 

game. We solve each case in the Appendix. Before stat ing the results, we define the 

following threshold: 

{ 

:iF-sifi 
A 10v12.B 
0 B = :i_.12,B 

s✓rn.a2-n 

if f3< ://
if /Q > ./3 f ~ - 2 

This threshold results from comparing 1rB wit h 1r• A . More precisely, 1r13 ~ 1r• A iff 
D A A 

D; ~ 0 B for any f3. It holds that 0 A > 0 B > 013 for any f3 . We state the results in terms 

of the market outcomes in the following proposition. 

Proposition 5. (a) Wh en f3 E (0 -/3/ 2), if ~ ~ 0A and the A -outcome is set in the 

pro.file (M, M), the unique equilibrium of the m erger game corresponds to the A -outcome. 

If iJA ~ ~ > ()B and an asymmetric outcome is set in the profile (M M), any equilibri'U'Tn 

of the m erger game corresponds to the asymmetric outcome. If g~ = 0B, any equilibrium 
D A 

of the m erger game is either the asymmetric outcome or the B -outcome. If D~ < 0B, any 

equilibrium of the m erger game is the B-outcome. 

(b) Wh en f3 E [✓3/2 , 1), if g~ ~ 0A and the A -outcome is set in the profile (M, M ), 

the 1tniqne eqni:lihrinm of the m erger game corresponds to the A -mdcome. If ~ > 013 

and an asymmetric outcome is set in the pro.file (M M ), any equilibrium of the m erger 

game corresponds to the asymmetric outcome. If g~ = 0B, any equilibrium of the m er:g er 

game is either the asymmetric outcome or the B -outcome. If g~ < 0B, any equilibrium 

of the m erger gam e is the B -outcome. 

The proof of Proposit ion 5 is in t he Appendix. \'hie represent the statements of Propo

sition 5 in Figures 5 and 6. 

B-outcorne 

() 

I A-outcome ) 

A ·:vmmct ric outcome 

Figure 5: Merger Game's Equilibria. Market Outcomes. ({3 E (0 , ✓3/2) ) 
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B-outcome 

0 

I A-outcomP. ) 

Asymmetric outcome 

Figure 6: Merger Game's Equilibria. Market Outcomes. ({3 E [-/3/2, 1)) 

Proposition 5 states various results. First, for any /3 , when the market ratio is mall 

enough, the firms inve t only in market B in any equilibrium . When the market ratio i 

small enough, the profiles in the merger game contain either the asymmetric or the B

outcome. In this case, it holds that 1r• A < 1r8 < 1r• 8 for any {3 , that is, market Bis much 

more profitable relative to A, even taking into account the increased competition in the 

B-outmme in comparison to the asymmetric outcome. Thus, the asymmetric outcome 

fails to be an equilibrium because the team that merges and invests in market A prefers 

to invest in market B to secure either 1r8 or 1r08 . On the other hand, the B-outcorne in 

the profile (DM, DM) is guaranteed to be an equilibrium because 1r•A < 1r8 . 

Second, Proposition 5 provides the conditions for any equilibrium to sustain an 

asymmetric outcome. From part (a), when t he technology compatibility is llJw enough 

(/3 E (0, -/3/2)) and an asymmetric outcome is set in the profile (M M) 1 if neither the 

rela ive size of market A or B is big enough, at least one conglomerate is formed and it 

invests only in market A, and one firm invests only in market Band become" a monopo

li tin that market. Part (b) i irnilar to part (a), however, in part (b) the market ratio 

condition is relaxed and i · only required to not be too low. 

Given that the market ratio is not low enough, here it holds that 1r8 < 1r•A for any 

{3 . Since the firms benefit from the lesser competition in the asymmetric outcome in 

comparison to the B-outcome, this inequality does not necessarily mean that market A is 

better than B. Thus, the B-outcome outcome fails to be an equilibrium mainly because 

the firms gain by avoiding the strong competition of the B-outcome by deviating to the 

asymmetric outcome. 

Setting the asymmetric outcome in the profile (M, M) implies that the A-outcome 

not present in the merger game, so the merger game only contains the a ·ymmetric 

or the B-outcome. This results in the asymmetric outcome being the equilibrium of the 

merger game. Conversely, when the A-outcome is present in the merger game, it always 

holds that 1r• 8 < 1rA for any {3 . Therefore, the asymmetric outcome always fails to he 
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an equilibrium. Thus, when f3 E (0, ./3/2) and the market ratio is high enough, the 

asymmetric outcome is not an equilibrium because the merger game always contains t he 

A-outcome. However, when f3 E [-./3/2, 1) , no matter how high is the market ratio, it is 

possible to construct a merger game wit hout a profile containing the A-outcome. 

In surnrnary, when the rnarket ratio and the technology compatibility are high enough, 

if no profile contains the A-outcome, there always exists a profile with the asymmetric 

outcome such tha,t , even though the team investing in market B might be better off by 

investing in market A, t here is not a possible deviation from that team that results in the 

team investing in market A. Then~fon~, the equilibrium of the merger game ends being 

the asymmetric outcome. 

Third and finally, Proposition states that, for any {3 , when the market ratio is high 

enough and the A-outcome is set in the profile (M, M), all firms invest only in market 

A in equilibrium. Due to t he high market ratio, it holds that 1rB < 1r• A and 1r• B < 1rA 

for any {3 . Hence, market A is much more profitable than market B, even taking into 

account t he increased competition in the A-outcome in comparison to the asymmetric 

outcome. Thus, the firms deviate from the B-outcome to the asymmetric outcome to 

invest in market A. Moreover, given t hat the A-outcome is present in this case of the 

merger ga.me, t he team investing in market Bin the asymmetric outcome deviate to the 

A-outcome to inve t in market A. 

In Proposition 1 it was stated that the monopoly solut ion depends on which market 

is deemed more profitable, that is, which market is the greate 't taking into account the 

disadvantage of investing in market A as a consequence of the technological compatibility. 

This also occurs in the oligopoly case when a symmetric outcome is an equilibrium, i.e., 

when all the teams invest only in t he greatest and hence the most profitable market. 

Comparing t he threshold in the monopoly case and t he ones in Proposition 5, it follows 

that 0B < ~ < 0A for any {3 . Thus, for the B(A)-outcome to be an equilibrium of 

t he merger game in the duopoly case, t he market ratio requires to be lower (greater) in 

comparison to the monopoly case. 

However, as seen in Proposit ion 5, investing in the best market is not the only behavior 

in the oligopoly case. \ i\Then an asymmetric outcome is the equilibrium of the merger 

game, one of the teams invests in t he weakest market, even in the ca,ses where investing 

in t he strange t market is a pos ibility. Although t he strongest market could potentially 
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be more profitable, one of the teams prefers to invest in the weakest market to avoid R&D 

competition in t he strongest market. In conclusion, in oligopoly the firms maximize their 

profits by inw~sting in the best market and/ or by avoiding R&D competition. 

The hreshold that t he market ratio has to be below to sustain the B-outcome as 

an equilibrium in the merger game and as an equilibrium in the two and one-merger 

subgarnes is different. However, the t hreshold that the market ratio has to exceed to 

sustain the A-outcome as an equilibrium in t he merger game and as an equilibrium in the 

two-merger subgame is the same. \1/hen z~ E (0B, {JB ] the B-outcome is a continuation 

equilibrium only in the zero-merger subgame. Therefore, as the zero-merger subgame is 

an equilibrium in the merger game, even though the B-outcome is not a continuation 

equilibrium in the two and one-merger subgame, the B-outcome is an equilibrium in the 

merger game. Intuitively, if there is at least one conglomerate in the second stage, the 

conglomerate has incentives to deviate from investing in market B. evertheless, there 

are not im:entives to neate at least one conglomerate in the first stage. Thus, the final 

result is that t he B-outcome is an equilibrium of the whole game. A imilar situation 

does not occur for the equilibrium wit h the A-outcome. This disparity is a consequence 

of the structure of the game: The A-outcome is possible only in the two-merger suhgame, 

while the B-outcome is possible in any of the merger subgames. 

Now we define the following thre hold: 

{ 

(!J-8,82) 

1J = 1~:-,Fii 
✓2.a2- 1 

if f3 > J':i 
- 2 

This threshold results from wmparing t he payoffs of the asymmetric outcome. More 
D - A -

prec:isely, 1r•A 2: 1r•B iff D; 2: 0 for any {3 . It also holds that 0B < 0 < 0A for any {3 . 

When ~~ E (0B, 0), in any equilibria of t he merger game there is only one conglomerate 

(see the Appendix). In t hat equilibrium, t he conglomerate firm and the standalone 

firm in market B are always better-off in comparison to the zero-merger structure. The 

conglomerate firm profits by obtaining a cost advantage in market A. On the other hand, 

the standalone firm in market B profits due to the elimination of the competition in both 

quantitie and R&D in that market. However, the profit of the conglomerate i · lower 

t han the sum of the profits of the standalone firms. This situation resembles the Merger 

Paradox of Salant et al. (198:1). In our model, a pair of firms becomes a conglomerate 
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and invest only in market A, which is the weakest market in this specific case. On the 

other hand, one of the standalone firms becomes t he only one that invest in market B, 

the strongest market. Thus, the act of merging results in the conglomerate investing in 

the worst market, while one of the standalone firms remains as the only investor in the 

best market. The situation of that standalone firm can be described as free-riding: the 

standalone firm gains with the conglomerate merger without being a member of such 

merger. 

In our merger game's results so far, in equilibrium the A-outcome is connected with 

t he two-merger structure. The interpretation here is that both t eams choose to merge to 

transfer their R&D effort to market A. For the remaining equilibria of the merger game, 

the economic interpretation of the relation between the market outcomes and the merger 

structures is not so clear. This is because the asymmetric and B-outcome are not always 

consistent with the merger decisions in equilibrium. For example, consider the merger 

game where g; ::S 0 B and ( 1rt1'M' 1rtM) = ( 1rt1'DM 1rtDM) = ( 1rfM,M 1rfM,M) = ( 7rB 1rB) . 

Here all the profiles are an equilibrium of the merger game. Moreover, a.11 the profiles 

contain the B-outcome. Thus, this case suggest that the B-outcome is consistent with any 

of t he merger scenarios. However, it does not seem reasonable to create a conglomerate 

if none of the firms will not transfer their R&D effort to market A. This occurs because 

the lack of a merger cost in our model. More preci ely, the lack of a merger co t create. a 

lot of in ta.nee in the merger game where the firm are indifferent between merge or not 

merge. So, if we were to add t his cost to the model, the firms would actually prefer not to 

merge in those cases of indifference. This would eliminate the equilibria with inessential 

mergers, allowing us to focus on t he equilibria wit h a clearer economic reasoning. To keep 

things simple, instead of adding a merger cost to the model, we just make the following 

assumption. 

Assumption M. Given the rival's strategy, if both strategies of a player yield the same 

payo.ff) the player will choose DM. 

With Assumpt ion M, we state the equilibria of t he merger game in t erms of merger 

deci ion · in the following proposition. 

Proposition 6. (a) When (3 E (0 ~/2), if t 2:: BA and the A-ov.tcome i .. et in 

the pro.file (M , M) , two .firms mer:qe in the ·uniqv.e eq'Uilibri'Um. With Assumption M~ if 
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iJA 2: Z; > BB and an asymmetric outcome is set in the profile (M, M); one firm m erges 

in any equilibrium. With Assumption M, if g; ::; BB; none of the firms m erge in any 

eq1tilibri1tm. 

{b) Wh en fJ E [v13/2, 1), if:§! 2: 0A and the A -outcome is set in the profile (MM) , 

two .firms m etge in the unique equilibrium. With Assumption M~ if t > 0B and an 

asymmetr-ic:. outcome is set in the profile (M M) , one .firm m eryes in any equilibrium. 

With Assumption M, if t; ::; BH, none of the firms m erge in any equilibrium. 

The proof of Propo ·it ion 6 i ·· in the Appendix. v\ e represent the tatement of Propo

sition 6 in Figures 7 and 8. 

Two-merger 
I > 

7.eru-m erger One-rn ergP.r 
( K I 
0 

igure 7: Merger Game,s Equilibria. Merger Structures. (fJ E (0 v13/2)) 

Two-11110\r~r.r 
I > 

Zero-merger One-merger 

0 

Figure 8: Merger Game's Equilibria. Merger Structures. (fJ E [ v13/2 , 1)) 

Part (a) of Proposition 6 provides the solution to t he merger game when the technology 

compatibility is low enough. If the rn.arket ratio is so high as to support an equilibrium 

,;,,,here both firms invest in market A when both t eams merge, they choose to merge and 

play the equilibrium. If the market ratio is low enough, both teams dedde to not merge. 

For intermediates values of the market ratio, one conglomerate firm is formed, and two 

standalone firms remain. In this case, when fJ A 2: g; 2: 0 A , two solutions (both players 

merging and one player merging) are possible depending on the continuation equilibrium 

of the two-merger ·ubgame. 

Part (b) of Propo ition 6 contain· the olution to the merger game when the technology 

compatibility is high enough ((J E [ v'3/2 1)). The result · in part (b) are ·imilar to part 

(a), with t he exception that in pa.rt (b), the equilibrium with a. single conglomerate 
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always exists when the market ratio is high enough. Thus, in part (b) the equilibrium 

with two conglomerates always coexists with the one with one conglomerate. Again, 

which of these merger structures is the equilibrium of the merger game depends on the 

continuation equilibrium of the two-merger subgame. 

As stated above, in equilibrium the A-outcome is associated only with the two-merger 

scenario. Now, with the refinement of Assumption 1, in equilibrium the asymmetric 

outcome i associated only with the one-merger scenario and the B-outcome with the 

zero-merger scenario. Thus, the intuition is that the firms create conglomerates if the 

profits strictly incrc~ase by the transfer of technology from market B to market A. 

7 Welfare analysis 

In t his section, first we briefly examine the producer surplus. Afterwards, we compute 

and analyze the societis overall welfare. 

7.1 Producer surplus 

We define t he total producer surplus as TPS = PSA + PSB, where PSk is t he producer 

surplus in market k, which is the sum of the profits of all firms in market k. Thus, the 

total producer urplu in the A, Band asymmetric outcome are defined a. TPSA = 21rA, 

T P SB = 21rB and T PS• = 1r•A + 1r•B , re pectively. If we compare the total producer 

surplus of the asymmetric outcomes with the symmetric one·, it follows that TPSB < 

T PS• and T P SA < T P S• for any /3 . From this we are able to state the following result: 

Proposition 7. The asymmetric outcome is the one that always maximizes the total 

producer .surplus. 

The statement in Proposition 7 is not surprising because in the asymmetric outcome 

the firms gain with their R&D investments, while in the symmetric outcomes the R&D 

competition harms the firms. Thus, there is the question of why the symmetric outcomes, 

which do not maximize the total producer surplus, can be supported in equilibrium. By 

the nature of asymmetric outcome, the teams' profits are different, thus there exist, a 

"winner" and a "lo er" team. Evidently, the greate t .-hare of the total produ ·er surplu 

corre ·pond to the profit of the winner team. 
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·when t he market ratio is above iJ, the loser team is the one investing in market B. If 

t he market ratio surpasses 0 A and the continuation equilibrium of the t,;vo-merger subgame 

is t he A-outcome, the asymmetric outcome is not supported in equilibrium because the 

team inves ing in market B prefers to merge and deviate to the more profitable A

outcorne. On the other hand, if the market ratio is below 0, the loser team is the one 

investing in market A. If the market ratio drops behind 0B, the asymmetric outcome is 

not supported in equilibrium because the team investing in market A deviates to a more 

profitable B-outcome or for another asymmetric outcome where it becomes a winner. In 

both cases, the loser team's deviation from t he asymmetric outcome increases its profit 

hut decreases in a grnater proportion the profit of t he winner team. Thus, t he deviation 

reduces the total producer surplus . 

vVe can draw parallels between our previous discussion on the total producer surplus 

and some well-known theoretical concepts. First, in light of Proposition 7, the Merger 

Paradox that we already discussed in t he previous section becomes more paradoxical. The 

loser team, by taking t he decision to merge, not only increases its rival's profit, but also 

the tot al producer surplus. Second, the A-outcome in equilibrium is reminiscent of the 

Tragedy of the Commons, where the act of merging is the common resource. \,\Then the 

non-merged team in an asymmetric outcome has incentives to merge and deviate to the 

A-outcome, the profit of that team increa e · but decrea. e both it rival' profit and the 

tot al producer urplu ' . Thus, an excess of merger is harmful to the common wellnes ·, 

measured in t his case by the tot al producer surplus . Third and finally, the existence of a 

loser and a winner in the asymmetric outcome in equilibrium resembles the battle of sexes 

coordination game. Even though t he asymmetric outcome maximizes the total producer 

surplus, any equilibrium with that outcome results unfair for one of teams, although the 

teams are symmetric. 

7.2 Social welfare 

We begin this section defining the consumer surplus. We assume that a representative 

con umer in market k ha a quasi-linear utility function with the form Uk(q0, qk1 qk2) = 

qko + vk(qk1, qk2), where qko is the quantity of the numeraire good and vk (qk1 , qk2) is given 

by: 
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Then, the consumer surplus can be computed by: 

where qzi is the equilibrium quantity of firm i in market k . In equilibrium, Pk1(qZ1 , qz2) = 

Pk2(qZ1 qz2) holds. Hence, the last expression can be simplified as follows: 

Now, we define the overall social welfare as W = TPS + CSA+ CSn. The social 

welfare in ea.eh market outcome is: 

W B _ 4DA2 4Dn2 

-- + --
- 9 5 ' 

WA _ 4DA2 4Dn2 

- 9-4(32 + 9 l 

if /3 < '(} 

if (./ > -13 
f J - 2 

To compare the social welfare between market outcomes, first we define the follmving 

thresholds: 

(9 - /32 ) J5(9 - 4/32 ) 

rA• = 6{3 J2(9 - 23/32 + 12/31 )' 

J9 - 4/32 

rAB = yb/3 

Here it holds that ~ < ../3/2. Now, we can compare the ·ocial welfare from each 

market outcome a.s follows: W • > W 8 for any /3 , WA 2 W 8 if and only if g; 2 rAB , 

and WA 2 W • if and only if g; 2 rA• and /3 < fi. From this comparison: we state the 

following proposition: 

Proposit ion 8. (a) Wh en g; 2 rA• and f3 < /3 , the best market o-utcome from the 

perspective of the social welfare is the A-o-utcome. 

(b) Otherwise, th e best market outcome from the perspective of the social welfare is 

the asymmetric outcome. 

Part (a) of Propo ·ition 8 e tabli he the condition· for the A-outcome to be the best 

market outcome from the per ·pective of the ocial welfare. When the market ratio i · high, 

market A is the one with higher potential profits for the firms and the one that contribute · 

most to the total consumer surplus. Moreover: when the t echnological compatibility is low 
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enough, the level of competition in the -outcome is less intense. Thus, t he consumers 

in market A benefit from the competition in quantities and R&D effort without greatly 

hurting the profits of t he firms . For this reason, the B-outcome is never the best market 

outcome from the perspective of the social welfare, because in market B the technology 

is fully compatible. 

To discuss the merger policies implications of part (a) of Proposition 8, we first relate 

t he welfare results with the equilibrium results. It follows that 'YA• > fJ A for any f3 E 

( 0, fl ). Therefore, if the best market outcome from the perspective of the social welfare 

is the A-outcome, then it is also an f~quilibrium. Moreovf~r, under these conditions, the 

A-outcome is the unique equilibrium. Thus, the policy authority has to do nothing in 

this case. 

Part (b) of Proposition 8 states t hat if the conditions of part ( a) are not satisfied, then 

t he asymmetric outcome is the best market outcome from the perspective of the social 

,,,elfare. Here the interests of the firms in t erms of the total producer surplus align with 

t he interests of t he society. In this case, t he best market outcome from the social welfare 

perspective might not be sust ained in equilibrium if the market ratio is too large or too 

small. Thus, the policy implications depend on t he market ratio. If the market ratio 

is low enough such t hat in equilibrium there are not mergers, then the policy authority 

·hould force one pair of firm · to merge. On the other hand, if the market ratio i · high 

enough uch that in equilibrium t here are two merger·, then the policy authority hould 

prohibit the merger of only one of the pairs of firms. 

8 Conclusion 

This paper studied merger decisions in a conglomerate framework under Cournot compe

t ition where firms in one market can share their technology with firms in other markets. 

One main theoretical prediction of t he model is how conglomerates allocate their R&D 

across t heir markets. In a monopoly structure, the conglomerate just chooses in which 

market to invest depending on which is more profitable. In duopoly, the firms also follow 

a profit-maximh:ation behavior. However, the outcomes are not limited to allocate the 

R&D into the be t rnarket , they can al o allo ·ate R&D effort into rnarket that are 

devoid of the rival' R&D effort to avoid competition, even if that market is weaker. 
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Another main theoretical prediction of the model is the decision of ·whether to merge. 

We find that in equilibrium: the A-outcome is consistent only with the scenario with 

two conglomerates. On the other hand, the asymmetric and B-outcome are consistent 

with various merger scenarios. evertheless , t his result is not intuitive because there are 

equilibria ,vith rneaningless mergers. arn ely, firms choose to merge in the first st age 

even though the technology is not t ransferred in the second stage. To refine this result, 

we utilize As ·umpt ion M, which imposes that the firms prefer to not merge when there i · 

indifference between the merger decisions. With Assumption M, the asymmetric outcome 

is consistent only with the scenario with om~ conglomerate: and the B-outcome is only 

consistent with the scenario without mergers. Thus, the intuition is that the firms choose 

to merge when the joint-profit of the conglomerate strictly improves due to the transfer 

of technology from one market to the other. 

In our welfare analysis, we find that the asymmetric outcome always maximizes the 

producer surplus. However, this market outcome is not always an equilibrium. For 

extreme values of the market ratio, the distribution of profits between the teams is very 

uneven. Thus, the team that receives the lower profit has incentives to deviate to one 

of the symmetric outcomes. We find that the total social welfare is ma.,'Cimized by the 

A-outcome when the market ratio is high enough and the technological compatibility is 

low enough. Under tho e condition , the A-outcome i t he unique equilibrium. If tho e 

condit ion do not hold, the asymmetric outcome is the one that maximizes the total 

social welfare. However , since the asymmetric outcome is not necessarily an equilibrium 

in this case, t he policy implication is t hat t he policy authority should enforce one merger 

if the equilibrium is the one without conglomerates, and should forbid one merger if the 

equilibrium is t he one with two conglomerates. 

For intermediates values of the market ratio, in equilibrium there is a firm that invests 

only in the weakest market. In terms of the capital allocation literature, this result could 

be interpret ed as "inefficient". In our model, the inefficient firm, given its rival's strategy, 

finds more profitable to invest in t he weakest market because the competition is lessened 

in t hat market. However: as stated at t he beginning of t his paper, the capital allocation 

literature generally associates t his result of inefficiency with agency problems. Follmving 

this, one possible extension is to include shareholders and managers with conflicting 

interests into the model to analyze how the original re ults change. The idea is that 
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the shareholders would pursue the maximization of the conglomerate's joint-profit and 

would decide how to allocate t he technology across markets. evert heless, they would not 

know t he demand structure in each market where the conglomerate participates, so they 

would rely on the division managers to obtain that information. On the other hand, the 

managers would pursue t heir own interests and only maximize the profit of the division, 

so the managers could send distorted information to the shareholders, possibly hurting 

t he conglomerate'· joint-profit . 

It would be interesting to extend t he model to research not only merging decisions, but 

also divestitures. One possibility to study t his is by Ca!Xtending the model into a dynamic 

framework, so that the players can decide in each period whether to merge, t o divest, 

or to do nothing. The dynamic framework would also be useful to study cooperative 

behavior. Specifically, the players would be able to cooperate in quantities, R&D effort , 

or in the merger decisions. This might change the situation where all firms merging does 

not maximize the total producer surplus. Extending the model into a repeated game 

might need a more complex way to model the R&D, for example, by assuming that the 

R&D effort accumulates to the next period, but it depreciates at some rate in each period. 

Another possible extension is to verify if the main results hold under more general 

assumptions, for example, general demand functions, asymmetric players, different R&D 

co -t , equential movement , incomplete information, many finite firm. , many finite mar

ket , and o on. T hese and other exten ·ions a.re left for future research. 

Appendix 

As established in the mam text, the exist ence of the equilibria in the one and two

merger subgames depends on the market size and t he value of (3 , so different scenarios 

are analyzed. To classify these scenarios, we restate a set of thresholds from the main 

text and define new ones. These thresholds come from the conditions for the existence of 

equilibria of the second stage and also from comparing t he payoffs of t he merger game. 

First, for t he previously defined thresholds, we set 01 = 0 A, 02 = 0 A, 01 = iJ, 05 = 013 , and 

06 = 0B. Second, we define t he following new t hresholds: 
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v'7(9-8,B2)(9-1,B2) if 
12,B✓81-180,B2+ 128,84 -32,Bfi 

fj < ,,;;: 

v'7(9- 1,82 ) 

3✓2(9- 8,B2 ) 
if ,Q > v13 ' 

fJ - 2 

It follows that 01 > 02 for any fj E (0, -/3/2), 02 > 03 > 01 > 05 > 06 for any (-3 and 

07 > 05 for any (-3 . Regarding the thresholds originated from comparing t he profits of the 

merger game, it follows that 1rB ::::; 1r• A iff Z; 2:: 05 , 1r• H ::::; 1rA iff Z; 2:: 03 , 1r• A 2:: 1r• H iff 

.!2a > 0 and 1rB > 1r•H iff .!4- > 0 . 
D B - 1 - D B - 7 

Scenario 1: ~ > 01 for any (-3 E (0 -/3/2) . For the two-merger subgame, the equilib

rium is TMA, and for the one-merger subgarne is OM\/. Here it holds that 1rB < 1r• A 

and 1r• B < 1rA. If player 2 plays ( D M), the best strategy for player 1 is to play ( M). If 

player 2 plays (M), the best strategy for player 1 is to play (M). Then, the dominant 

strategy for player 1 is (M). Since the payoffs are symmetric, the dominant strategy 

for player 2 is also (M). T hus, the unique equilibrium in the merger game is the profile 

(M, M ). 

Therefore, when Z; > 01 and (-3 E (0 , -/3/ 2), the equilibrium of the merger game 

corresponds to the A-outcome. Moreover, in that equilibrium two conglomerate are 

formed. 

Scenario 2: 01 2:: ~ 2:: 02 for any (-3 E (0, -/3/ 2). For the two-merger subgame, both 

TMA and TM\/ exist as an equilibrium, and for the one-merger subgame, OM\/ is the 

equilibrium. Here it holds that 1rB < 1r•A , 1r•B < 1rA and 7r•B < 1r•A . 

Scenario 2.1: T he equilibrium is TM A. This scenario is analogous to Scenario 1. 

Hence, the equilibrium in the merger game is the profile (M M ). 

Scenario 2.2: The equilibrium is TM\/ and player l's payoff in t he profile (M M) 

is 1r•A _ If any player plays (DM), the best strategy for the other player is to play (M). 

If player 2 plays (M), the hest strategy for player 1 is to play (M). \ i\Then player 1 

plays (M) , player 2 is indifferent between (DM) and (M). Thus, the equilibria in the 
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merger game are the profiles (M, D M) and (M, M) . With Assumption i, only the profile 

(.M, DM) is an equilibrium. 

Scenario 2.3: The equilibrium is TMV and player l's payoff in t he profile (M M) 

is 1r• B _ By symmetry with the Scenario 2.2, the equilibria in the merger game are the 

profiles (D lvl, M) and (M, M) . With Assumpt ion 1, only the profile (DM M) is an 

equilibrium. 

Therefore, when 01 2:: 1½ 2:: 02 and (3 E (0, v'3/2), if the equilibrium played in the 

two-merger subgame is TM A, the equilibrium of the merger game corre. pond. to the 

A-outcome. Moreover , in that equilibrium two wnglomerates are formed. 

If the equilibrium played in the two-merger subgame is TMV, then any equilibrium 

of the merger game corresponds to the asymmetric outcome. Adding Assumption /[, in 

any equilibrium of the merger game always occurs the outcome with one conglomerate 

Scenario 3: ~; 2:: 02 for any (3 E [ v'3/2, 1) . For the two-merger subgame, the equilibria 

a.re TMA and TMfl , and for the one-merger subgame is OMfl. Here it holds that 

1rB < 1r• A, 1r• B < 1rA and 1r• B < 1r• A . 

Scenario 3.1: The equilibrium i TM A. This cenario i analogou to Scenario 1 

and Scenario 2.1. Thu ·, the equilibrium in the merger game i the profile (M M). 

Scenario 3.2: The equilibriurn is TM fl and player I 's payoff in the profile (M, M) 

is 1r• A _ This scenario is analogous to Scenario 2.2. Thus, the profiles (M DM) and 

(M M ) a.re the equilibria. of the merger game. With As~mmption M, only the profile 

(M, DM) is an equilibrium. 

Scenario 3.3: The equilibrium is TM fl and player l 's payoff in t he profile (M M) 

is 1r• B _ This scenario is analogous to Scenario 2.2. Thus, the profiles (DM M) and 

(M, M) are t he equilibria of t he merger game. With Assumption M, only the profile 

(DM, M) is an equilibrium. 
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Therefore, when g~ 2: 02 and f3 E [ v'3/2 1), if the equilibrium played in the two

merger subgame is TM A, the equilibrium of the merger game corresponds to the A

outcome. Moreover, in that equilibrium two conglomerates are formed. 

If the equilibrium played in the two-merger subgame is TM 6., then any equilibrium 

of the merger game corresponds to the asymmetric outcome. Adding Assumption 11, in 

any equilibrium of the merger game always occurs the outcome with one conglomerate. 

Scenario 4: 02 > g~ > 01 for any {3 . For the two-merger subgarne1 the equilibrium 

i · TM•, and for the one-merger sub game is OM• - Here it holds that 1rB < 1r•A and 

7r•B < 7r• A. 

Scenario 4 .1: Player 1 's payoff in the profile ( M , M) is 1r•A . This scenario is 

analogous to Scenario 2.2 and Scenario 3.2. Hence, the equilibria in the merger game are 

the profiles (M, DM) and (M M). vVith Assumption M, only the profile (M DM) is an 

equilibrium. 

Scenario 4.2: Player l's payoff in the profile (M, M) is 1r• B_ This scenano 1s 

analogous to Scenario 2.3 and Scenario 3.3. Hence, the equilibria in the merger game are 

the profiles (DM Jvl) and (M M). With Assumption 1, only the profile (DM M) i. · an 

equilibrium. 

Scenario 5: g~ = 01 for any {3 . For the two-merger subgame, the equilibrium is TM•, 

and for the one-merger subgame is OM•- Here it holds that 7r•B = 7r•A > 1rB . Thus, the 

payoffs in t he profile (M M) are symmetric. If any player plays (DM), the best strategy 

for the other player is to play (M). The profiles (M, M), (M DM) an<l (DM, M) have 

the same symmetric payoffs. Thus, (M, M), (M, DM) and (DM, M) are the equilibria 

of the merger game. \,\Tith Assumption M, only the profiles (M, DM) and (DM, M) are 

equilibria. 

Scenario 6: 01 > g~ > 05 for any {3 . For the two-merger subgame, the equilibrium 

i TM•, and for the one-merger subgame is OM• . Here it holds that 1r1J < 1r•A and 

7r•B > 7r• A _ 
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Scenario 6 .1: Player l 's payoff in the profile ( M M) is 1!"• A . If any player plays 

(Dlvl) , the best strategy for t he other player is to play (M) . If player 2 plays (M), 

t he best strategy for player 1 is to play (DM) . vVhen player 1 plays (M) , player 2 is 

indifferent between (Dlvf) and (M) . Therefore, t here are two equilibria in the merger 

game, the profiles (Jvl , DM) and (DM M) . 

Scenario 6.2: Player l's payoff in the profile (M M) is 11"• 13 • By symmetry with the 

Scenario 6.1, the equilibria in the merger game are the profile (M, DM) and (DM , M). 

Therefore, when 02 > t; > 05 for any fJ , any equilibrium of the merger game corre

sponds to the asymmetric outcome. Moreover , with Assumpt ion tI, in any equilibrium 

of the merger game always occurs t he outcome wit h one conglomerate. 

Scenario 7: g~ = 05 for any f3. For the two-merger subgame, the equilibrium is TM• , 

and for the one-merger subgame is OM•. Here it holds that 1l"• B > 1l"•A = 1l"B. 

Scenario 7.1: Player l's payoff in the profile (M M) is 1l"•A _ If player 2 plays 

(M) , t he hest strategy for player 1 is to play (DM) . If player 1 plays (M), player 2 

is indifferent between (Dlvl) and (J\.1). If any player plays (DM), the other player is 

indifferent between (DM) and (M) . Thu , the equilibria of the merger game are the 

profile · (Dlvl, DM), (M DM) and (DM M) . With a·. urnpt ion M, the only equilibrium 

is the profile (DM, DM) . 

Scenario 7.2: Player l's payoff in the profile (M, M) is 1l"• B _ By symmetry with 

t he Scenario 7.1, t he equilibria of the merger game are t he profiles (DM DM) , (M, DM) 

and (DM , M) . \i\Tith assumption M, only the profile (DM , DM) is an equilibrium. 

Therefore, when ~; = 05 for any {3 , one of the equilibria is the profile (DM, DM) , which 

corresponds t o t he B-outcome. Any other equilibrium corresponds to t he asymmetric 

outcome. Moreover, with Assumption 1, in any equilibrium of the merger game always 

occur the outcome without conglomerate . 

Scenario 8: 05 > ~ > 06 for any f3 . For the two-merger . ubgame, the equilibrium i 

TM• , and for the one-merger ubgame i. OM•. Here it hold · that 1l"• B > 1l"B > 1l"•A _ 
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Scenario 8.1: Player l's payoff in the profile (M, M) is 1r• A _ If player 2 plays (M) , 

the best strategy for player 1 is to play (DM). If any player plays (DM), the best 

strategy for the other player is to play (DM). Therefore, the equilibrium in the merger 

game is t he profile (Dlvl, DM). 

Scenario 8.2: Player l's payoff in the profile (M, M) is 1r• B _ By symmetry with 

the Scenario 8.1, the equilibrium of the merger game is the profile (DM DM). 

Scenario 9: ~ :S 06 for any {3 . For the two-merger ·ubgame, the equilibria are TM B 

and TM• , and for the one-merger subgarne are 0MB and OM• . Here it hold that 

7r• B > 1TB > 7r• A _ 

Scenario 9.1: OM• is the equilibrium in the profiles (DM, M) and (M, DM), 

TM• is the equilibrium in the profile ( M , M) and player 1 's payoff in the profile ( M M) 

is 1r• A . This scenario is analogous to Scenario 8.1. Hence, the equilibrium of the merger 

g-ame is the profile (DM, DM). 

Scenario 9.2: OM• is the equilibrium in the profiles (DM M) and (M, DM), 

TM• is the equilibrium in the profile ( NI, M) and player 1 's payoff in the profile ( M , M) 

i 1r• B . Thi cenario i analogou to Scenario 8.2. Hence, the equilibrium of the merger 

game i the profile (DM, DM). 

Scenario 9.3: OM Bis the equilibrium in the profiles (DM M) and (M, DM) and 

TM B is the equilibrium in the profile ( M , M). Both players are indifferent between ( D M) 

and (M) regardless of the other player's strategy. Thus, all the profiles are equilibria. 

With assumption M, only the profile (DM DM) is an equilibrium. 

Scenario 9.4: OM• is the equilibrium in the profiles (DM M) and (M DM) and 

TM Bis the equilibrium in the profile (M, M). If player 2 plays (DM)1 the best strategy 

for player 1 is to play ( D M). If player 2 plays ( M) , the best strategy for player 1 is to 

play (Dlvl) . Then, the dominant strategy for player 1 i (DM). Since the payoffs are 

·yrnrnetri ·, the dominant trategy for player 2 i al. o (DM). Thu ·, the equilibrium in 

t he merger game is the profile (DM DM). 
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Scenario 9.5: 0MB is the equilibrium in the profiles (DM M) and (M, DM), 

TM• is the equilibrium in the profile ( M , M) and player l 's payoff in the profile ( M M) 

is n•A _ If player 2 plays (M) , the best strategy for player 1 is to play (DM). If player 

1 plays ( !vl) , the best strategy for player 2 is to play ( M) . If any player plays ( D M), 

the other player is indifferent between (DM) and (M) . Hence, the profiles (DM M) 

and (DM, DM) are equilibria of the merger game. With Assumption 1, only the profile 

(DM, Dlvl) i · an equilibrium. 

Scenario 9.6: 0MB is the equilibrium in the profile · (DM, M) and (M, DM), 

TM• is the equilibrium in the profile ( M M) and player l 's payoff in the profile ( M , M) 

is n•B_ By symmetry with the Scenario 9.5, the profiles (M DM) and (DM, DM) are 

equilibria of the merger game. With ssumption M, only the profile (DM DM) is an 

equilibrium. 

Scenario 9.7: 0MB is the equilibrium in the profile (DM, M), OM• is the equi

librium in the profile ( M , D M) and TM B is the equilibrium in the profile ( M , M). If 

player 1 plays (M) , the best strategy for player 2 is to play (DM). If player 2 plays (DM), 

the best strategy for player 1 is to play (DM). Finally, since the profiles (DM, DM), 

(DM M) and (M M) have the same symmetric payoffs, then the equilibria of the merger 

game are the profiles (DM, M) and (DJ\1 DM). \,Vith Assumption M1 only the profile 

(DM Dl\1 ) is an equilibrium. 

Scenario 9 .8: OM• is the equilibrium in the profile (DM M), 0MB is the equi

librium in he profile (M DM) an<l TM B is the equilibrium in the profile (M, M) . By 

symrnetry with the Scenario 9.7, the profiles (M DM) and (DM, DM) are equilibria of 

the merger game. vVith Assumption M, only the profile (DM DM) is an equilibrium. 

Scenario 9.9: OM Bis the equilibrium in the profile (DM M), OM• is the equi

librium in the profile (111, DM), TM• is the equilibrium in the profile (M, M) and player 

l 1s payoff in the profile ( M , M) is n •A . If player 1 plays ( D M), player 2 is indifferent 

between (DM) and (M) . The dominant strategy for player 1 is (DM). Thus1 the equi

libria of the merger game are the profiles (DM M) an<l (DM, DM). \,Vith Assumption 

M, only the profile (DM DM) is an equilibrium. 
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Scenario 9.10: OM• is t he equilibrium in the profile (DM M), 0MB is the equi

librium in t he profile ( M , D M) , TM• is the equilibrium in the profile ( M , M) and player 

1 's payoff in the profile (M, M) is 1r• B . By symmetry with the Scenario 9.9, the profiles 

(.M, DM) and (DM, DM ) are equilibria of the merger game. \,Vith Assumption M, only 

the profile (DM, DM) is an equilibrium. 

Scenario 9. 11 : OM• i the equilibrium in the profile (DM M), 0MB i the equi

librium in the profile ( M , D M), TM• i · the equilibrium in the profile ( M M) and player 

h; payoff in the profile (M, M) is 1r• A _ If player 1 plays (DM) , the best strategy for 

player 2 is to play (DM) . If player 1 plays (M), the best strategy for player 2 is to play 

( M). If player 2 plays ( M) , the best strategy for player 1 is to play ( D M). Finally, when 

player 2 plays (DM) , player 1 is indifferent between (DM) an<l (M) . Thus, the only 

equilibrium of t he merger game is the profile (DM , DM) . 

Scenario 9.12: OM Bis the equilibrium in the profile (DM , M), Olvl • is the equi

librium in the profile (M , DM), TM• is the equilibrium in the profile (MM) and player 

l's payoff in the profile (M, M) is 1r• B_ By syrnrnetry with the Scenario 9.11 , the only 

equilibrium of the merger game is the profile (DM DM). 

Therefore, when g~ ::; 05 for any fJ , any equilibrium of the merger game correi:;pond 

to the B-outcome. Moreover, with Assumption M, in any equilibrium of the merger game 

always occurs the outcome without conglomerates. 
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